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ABSTRACT 

The research work presented in this thesis is an effort to recognize the potential issues 

associated with harnessing wave energy based on oscillating water column principle.  

A model of oscillating water column based on energy balance concept is proposed. 

Dynamic model of a wave energy conversion system based on OWC principle 

consisting of a variable speed Wells turbine driven permanent magnet synchronous 

generator connected to the grid by means of back to back converters is developed. 

Results exhibit the randomness in the various quantities like speed of the turbine, 

torque and powers developed of the turbine and the generators when the input to the 

system is varying randomly. This demonstrates uncertainty in the wave power due to 

arbitrariness in the waves and reveals the difficulties in developing an efficient wave 

harnessing system.  

Controllers for the generator side and the grid side converters for a grid connected 

wave energy conversion system are developed. The overall scheme is evaluated under 

steady state, dynamic and transient operating conditions. Under different operating 

conditions it is observed that the control scheme provides a good response in terms of 

power quality and power control. 

An important constituent for developing the wave energy conversion systems is the 

Wave Turbine Emulator. It offers a controllable test environment that allows the 

evaluation and improvement of control schemes for electric generators without 

construction of costly turbine and help in determining the strength and weakness of 

energy conversion scheme and the related control technologies. In view of this a wave 

turbine emulator is designed. For the realization of the wave turbine emulator a three 

phase permanent magnet synchronous motor is used with VSC controller as a drive. 

Results presented for different wave pattern as input indicates that the speed dynamics 

of the wave turbine model is exactly followed by wave turbine emulator developed in 

laboratory. An attempt is also made to study the behavior of the three phase 

permanent magnet synchronous generator coupled to the emulator developed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

   The solutions to today’s energy challenges need to be found through increased 

electricity generation using alternative, renewable and clean energy sources. A huge 

amount of energy is available to us in the form of solar, wind, ocean and geothermal 

energy. All these are different manifestations of solar energy. Among all these forms 

ocean energy shows a lot of promise. An extremely abundant and promising source of 

energy exists in the world’s oceans. It is estimated that if 0.2 percent of the ocean’s 

untapped energy is harnessed it could provide enough power for the entire world. 

Ocean energy resource can be tapped in three forms namely ocean wave energy, 

ocean thermal energy and ocean tidal energy. Ocean wave energy is more promising 

as well as more effective than ocean thermal or tidal energy. Although the technology 

for extracting energy from the ocean waves is currently not economically competitive 

with other more mature technologies such as wind energy and solar energy, the 

interest from the governments and the industries is steadily increasing.  Subsequently, 

generation of electrical energy from the natural motion of waves and the possibility of 

designing systems which can economically extract the resource yet service severe 

extremes have become very attractive and challenging. Construction of the plant on 

the shoreline can solve this problem but with reduction in the average energy 

available for extraction. The oscillating water column (OWC) based wave energy 

converter (WEC) is the most successful and most extensively studied shore mounted 

device (Duckers 1995, Les Duckers 2000, Glendenning 1980). 

   The work presented in the thesis intends to understand and augment knowledge by 

investigating the mode of capturing energy from the ocean waves based on OWC 

principle. Effort in the work basically focuses on the modeling of OWC and studies 

on the control of grid connected wave energy conversion system (WECS). It also 

involves the design and hardware implementation of a wave turbine emulator in the 

laboratory environment. 



Ocean Wave Energy  
   Ocean waves arise from the transfer of energy from the sun to wind and then to 

water. Solar energy creates wind which blows over the ocean, converting wind energy 

to wave energy. This wave energy can travel thousands of miles with little energy 

loss. Most importantly, waves are a regular source of power with an intensity that can 

be accurately predicted several days before their arrival and is more predictable than 

wind or solar energy. Figure 1.1 depicts wave power levels in kW/m of wave crest, 

the typical units for measuring wave energy. There is approximately 8,000-80,000 

TWh/year of wave energy in the entire ocean and on an average each wave crest 

transmits 10-50 kW/m. (Hamish 1999, Childs 1996, Whittaker 1993, Anthony et al. 

2005, Muetze et al.2006). 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..1 Approximate global distribution of 

wave power levels  

 

In order to assess an area for wave energy development, the wave height and length 

distributions and total mean water depth should be surveyed. These parameters define 

the wave climate from which the area’s wave power levels can be computed. In 

general, the waves present on the western edge of the continents contain more energy 

because of the west-to-east winds. The power carried by waves decreases as they 

reach the shore due to frictional losses with the coastline (Jones et al. 2002, Gareth et 

al. 2005).  

 



 

Wave Characteristics 

   Wave energy is basically a concentrated form of solar energy. Differential heating 

of the earth’s surface causes the winds to blow. As these winds pass across the sea 

they transfer some of their energy to the water in the form of waves. The amount of 

energy transferred depends on the speed of the wind, the length of time for which it 

blows and the fetch which is the distance over which the wind blows. 

   The precise mechanisms involved in this transfer are complex and not yet 

completely understood. Nevertheless, three main processes appear to be operating: 

Initially, the air flowing over the sea exerts a tangential stress on the water surface, 

resulting in the formation and growth of waves. Then, turbulent air flow close to the 

water surface creates rapidly varying shear stresses and pressure fluctuations. Finally, 

when waves have reached a certain size, the wind can actually exert a stronger force 

on the upwind face of the wave causing additional wave growth. The process is 

maximized when the speeds of the wind and the waves are equal. Energy is 

transferred from the wind to the waves at each of these steps. Waves lying within or 

close to the areas where they are generated are called storm waves. These waves 

result in a complex, irregular sea and will continue to travel in the direction of their 

formation even after the wind dies down.  

   The mathematical description of periodic progressive waves is complicated. A 

number of regular wave theories have been developed to describe the water particle 

kinematics associated with ocean waves of varying complexity. Linear wave theory 

describes ocean waves as simple sinusoidal waves. Surface waves can be classified 

into deep water waves (d/λ>0.25), traditional water waves (0.25≥d/λ>0.05) and 

shallow water waves (0.05≥d/λ), based on the ratio of wave length λ to the water 

depth d. The part of the wave profile with the maximum elevation above the still 

water level (SWL) is called the wave crest and the part of the wave profile with the 

lowest depression is the wave trough. The distance from the SWL to the crest or the 

trough is the amplitude of the wave and the wave height (H) is defined as the total 

distance from the trough to the crest. The wavelength of a regular wave at any depth 



is the horizontal distance between successive points of equal amplitude (Muetze et al. 

2006, Modesto et al. 2001).  

   Water waves travelling along the surface of the sea with an approximate sinusoidal 

profile can be characterized in terms of the distance between successive crests (the 

wavelength, λ) and the time between successive crests (the period, Tw). In deep water 

these parameters are related as in equation 1.1. 

π
λ

2

2

wgT
=

                                            (1 Error! No text of 

specified style in document.) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

The velocity of the waves C is related to the wave length and the period as given in 

equation 1.2. 

wT
C

λ
=

                                 (1.2) 

Hence, longer waves travel faster than shorter ones. The energy density of the wave, 

Edensity is the mean energy flux crossing a vertical plane parallel to a wave crest as 

given by the equation 1.3 in terms of the wave height. The energy per wave period is 

the wave power density, Pdensity and can be found by dividing the energy density by 

the wave period as in equation 1.4.  

8

2gH
E w

density

ρ
=

                                (1.3) 

w

w

w

density

density
T

gH

T

E
P

8

2ρ
==

                                           (1.4) 

The power per meter of wave front can be calculated by multiplying the energy 

density by wave front velocity as in equation 1.5. 

π

ρ

32

22 HTg
CEP ww

densitywavefront ==
                                           (1.5) 

where ρw is the density of sea water and Pwavefront is expressed in watts per unit crest 

length of the wave (Muetze et al. 2006).  

   Real sea contains waves which are random in height, period and direction. 

Statistical parameters must be used in order to describe such sea states and to 

determine their characteristics which are relevant to wave energy devices. Wave 



height and period can be represented by statistical measurements of wave height and 

energy period. The ones commonly used are the root mean square of wave height 

Hrms, or significant wave height Hs, (~4Hrms) and the corresponding wave energy 

period Ts. These can be calculated from the knowledge of the wind climate 

responsible for the waves.  

   The variability in wave power levels and direction represents perhaps the most 

difficult challenge to designers of wave energy devices. It can be seen that, whilst the 

device has to operate efficiently on average power levels of about 20 kW/m, it also 

has to withstand sea with power levels above 1,000 kW/m. 

   To properly size an underwater WEC, the wave power at the operating depth must 

be known. In general, the wave power below sea level decays exponentially by -2πd/λ 

where d is the depth below still water level (SWL) as in the equation 1.6. This 

property is valid for waves in water with depths greater than λ/2 (Muetze et al. 2006).  

λπ /2 d

SWLd eEE
−=

                                                         (1.6) 

General Aspects in the Utilization of Wave Energy 
   Development of wave power generation plants face several challenges, the most 

important of which are: 

• Irregularity in wave amplitude, phase and direction; it is difficult to obtain maximum 

efficiency of a device over the entire range of excitation frequencies. 

• The structural loading in the event of extreme weather conditions, such as 

hurricanes, may be as high as 100 times the average loading. 

• The coupling of the irregular, slow motion of a wave to electrical generators requires 

typically 500 times greater frequency. 

   The design of a WEC has to be highly sophisticated to be operationally efficient and 

reliable on the one hand, and economically feasible on the other. As with all 

renewable energy sources, the available resource and variability at the installation site 

has to be determined first. The above constraints imply comparably high construction 

costs and possibly reduced survivability. On the other hand, the advantages of wave 

energy are obvious, the development of which is in line with sustainable development 

as it combines crucial economic, environmental and social factors. Wave energy is 

generally considered to provide a clean source of renewable energy, with limited 



negative environmental impacts. In particular, wave power is seen as a large source of 

energy not involving green house effects (Ted et al. 2009, Raftery et al.  2007, Vining 

et al. 2007, Fernandes et al. 2009, Dawson et al 1980).  

Review of Wave Energy Converters 
   The idea of converting energy from the ocean surface waves into useful energy 

forms is not new. There are techniques that were patented as early as 1799. The 

intensive research and development study of wave energy conversion began after the 

dramatic increase in the oil prices in 1973. Different European countries with 

exploitable wave power resources considered wave energy as a possible source of 

power supply and introduced support measures and related programs for harnessing 

wave energy. In the last 30 years wave energy has gone through a cyclic process of 

enthusiasm, disappointment and reconsideration. However the persistent efforts in 

R&D and the experience accumulated during the past years have constantly improved 

the performance of wave power techniques and have led wave energy closer to 

commercial exploitation than before. 

   There have been a large number of device concepts proposed for the utilization of 

wave energy over the years. Most of these have been tested in artificial wave tanks 

rather than at sea. It is technically feasible to construct wave energy converters that 

will perform efficiently at sea. However, a number of detailed factors that affect the 

economics are still unknown owing to the lack of operational experience with 

research prototypes or pilot plants. Tank testing of scaled down model converters 

have been carried out in a number of countries and mathematical descriptions have 

been developed. In order to validate these modeling exercises testing of full-size 

prototypes at sea is necessary. Also reliability and survival of the devices in storm 

wave conditions has to be determined in full-scale trials (Duckers 2000,  Henk 

Polinder et al 2005).  

   WEC essentially consist of two major components namely the interface element that 

is acted on directly by the waves and the power take-off system that damps the 

interface motion and produces useful work. The interface elements are normally of 

two main types. These are floats that heave or roll in response to wave action and air 

chambers within which the pressure varies either by direct contact with the water 



surface or indirect contact through a membrane. The power take-off systems can be 

classified under three main headings namely high pressure hydraulics usually oil, low 

pressure hydraulics usually using seawater and air turbines. 

   Other renewable energy technologies like wind, biomass, hydropower or 

photovoltaic have very few options for the principle of energy conversion. Wave 

energy conversion, by contrast has infinite number of potential possibilities for 

realization and after a number of years of research it is still not clear which is the 

optimum one. However, OWC type wave energy harnessing method is considered as 

one of the best techniques to convert wave energy into electricity (Amundarain 2010). 

According to positioning, the wave energy converters are classified into on shore, 

near to shore and off shore devices. 

On shore devices:  

   On shore devices are usually fixed rigidly to the shore line thus ensuring easier 

installation, simple maintenance and grid connection and have a modest electrical 

capacity. These devices can be placed on sea bottom in shallow water, integrated in 

brake water like structures or fixed to a rocky cliff. Cost of the land intrusion and the 

possibility of naturally advantageous sites have to be considered in these schemes. 

Major advantage of shoreline converters lie in easier device installation and reduced 

maintenance costs. The economic viability of shoreline device depends greatly on the 

local rock and soil conditions and the presence of wave dissipating rock formations. 

Basic types of shore line wave power converters are OWC and Tapchan. OWCs are 

the most popular devices and are usually designed as shore mounted structure having 

fixed frames of reference. The OWC operates in response to the incoming wave 

activity and are essentially resonant devices. OWC principle is discussed in detail in 

section 2.2.  

 

Tapchan: 

   Tapchan refers to tapered channel. Waves that arrive at the wide end of tapered 

channel are allowed to propagate towards the narrow end. This causes the wave height 

to increase until the wave crest spills over the walls and fills the water reservoir. As a 

result wave energy is gradually transformed into potential energy in the reservoir and 

is subsequently converted into electricity by allowing the water in the reservoir to 



return to sea via a low head Kaplan turbine system. Suitable locations for Tapchan 

systems must have consistent waves with good average wave energy, a tidal range of 

less than 1m and convenient and cheap means of constructing the reservoir. A 350 

kW prototype built in 1985 in Norway with Kaplan turbine and induction generator 

delivers electricity into the Norwegian grid. The Tapchan concept is both elegant and 

simple. With very few moving parts it requires low maintenance and is highly 

reliable. The storage reservoir also helps to smooth the electrical output (Duckers 

2000). 

Near shore devices: 

   These devices are deployed at near shore locations in water depths from 30-100m 

where they can exploit greater power density of the deeper waves. World’s first 

commercial l2 MW near shore energy device Ospey was launched in 1995 in 

Scottland. Ospey was a form of OWC and was equipped with dual Wells turbines. 

This was intended to be the world’s first commercial scale near shore wave energy 

device. Unfortunately it was destroyed by the tail end of hurricane Felix before it 

could be secured at its chosen location. The Mighty Whale, Japanese floating OWC 

50 m long and 30m wide with three chambers fitted with air turbines rated at 50, 30 

and 30 kW has been deployed 1.5m from the mouth of Gokasho bay. 

Off shore devices:  

   Floating or submerged devices in deep waters moored to sea floor represent the 

most promising class of WEC. In order to extract maximum amount of energy from 

the wave, devices need to be at or near the surface and so usually require flexible 

moorings and electrical transmission cables. There are several types of off shore 

devices. Archimedes wave swing (AWS) is a submerged off shore device activated by 

the fluctuations of static pressure caused by the surface waves thus exploiting only 

their potential energy. In AWS direct drive energy conversion takes place through a 

permanent magnet linear synchronous generator. This kind of energy conversion does 

not allow energy storage. As a result output power exhibits poor quality. This class of 

device exploits the more powerful wave regimes available in deep water (>40m 

depth). More recent designs for offshore devices concentrate on small, modular 

devices, yielding high power output when deployed in arrays. A 2 MW pilot plant 



based on AWS has been constructed and is waiting to be deployed off the coast of 

Portugal. Some of the other promising off shore devices is McCabe wave pump, 

Floating wave power vessel, Pelamis point absorber, Salter duck and Wave dragon 

(Duckers 2000). 

The Technical Challenge: 
   Wave energy like many other renewable technologies has high capital costs but low 

operating cost.  The high capital costs arise from the need to build and deploy large 

structures to capture small amounts of energy as the power density of wave 

environment is low at around 50kW/m. It would be economical if the capital cost is 

lower. This means the structures must be carefully designed not only to perform their 

energy conversion tasks at an economic cost but also to be able to withstand the worst 

wave loadings at the specified location (Tom 2000).The basic reason for the failure of 

WEC was the challenge of putting something in the sea that would survive and also 

produce electricity at a competitive price. This is practically a difficult task because of 

the variation in the wave direction and power levels. The cost of building a structure 

that can withstand the forces imparted by extreme waves would be extremely 

expensive. The economics of the wave energy conversion is improved by installation 

of the onshore devices like OWC, Tapchan. These devices are usually fixed to the 

shoreline and have a modest electrical capacity. 

Technological developments in WECS 
   In the past decade there has been a worldwide resurgent interest for wave energy 

especially in European countries such as Ireland, UK, Denmark, Portugal and Spain 

and also in China, Japan and India.  The developments in this sector are comparable 

to those in wind energy a few decades ago with similar economical potentials. 

Different technologies to convert ocean wave power into electricity have been used 

and it still remains unclear what the winning technological approach is. This is 

reflected by several technical approaches and different methods such as oscillating 

water columns, hinged contour devices such as the palamis, overtopping devices such 

as wave dragon and Archimedes wave. However the OWC type wave energy 

harnessing method is considered to be one of the best techniques to convert wave 

energy into electricity and has reached the pre-commercial stage. Part of the reason 



for this is the fact that standard rotary generators can be deployed in these devices. 

The standard electrical power generation system used for wave energy harnessing can 

fundamentally be divided into two categories namely, direct connection power 

generation system for a fixed speed device and indirect connection systems for 

variable speed devices. Both of these activities are focused on producing electricity at 

the lowest possible costs and in an environmental friendly and reliable way (Modesto 

et al. 2011, Thorpe 1999). 

   In OWC based WECS, turbines can be designed at speeds consistent with standard 

off line machines. Hence the machine can be directly coupled to the shaft of the 

turbine. Therefore study on the suitability of machines can be confined to doubly fed 

induction generator (DFIG), squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG), permanent 

magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) and field wound synchronous generator. For 

fixed speed wave energy conversion system SCIG is directly connected to the utility 

because of its robustness and cost effectiveness (O’Sullivan et al. 2008, Jennifer et al. 

2009). Several research papers have been published on the performance assessment of 

OWC based wave energy converter with induction generator (Jayashankar et al. 2000, 

Yagna Narayanan et al. 1996, Ravikiran et al. 2007, Yagna Narayanan et al. 1999, 

Hodgins et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2010, Mala et al. 2009, Muthukumar et al. 2005, 

Indiresan et al. 1989). For a variable speed WEC a power electronic interface is 

required in order to have a constant voltage and constant frequency power supplied to 

the grid. Several grid power integrating technologies have been proposed for wave 

power. Challenges and possibilities of the use of different interface configurations and 

different control strategies specific to various wave energy converting devices have 

been studied (Martha et al. 2007, Tarek et al. 2010 , Mikel et al. 2010, Marian et al. 

2010). Research on the use of  linear tubular, synchronous, permanent magnet 

generators as energy converters enabling the direct coupling of the motion of the buoy 

to the energy harvesting system is also under progress (Evan et al. 2009, Cancelliere 

et al. 2005, Adel et al. 2009, Wu et al. 2009, Haojie et al. 2009, Henk Polinder et al. 

2005, Muller 2002). 

Aim of thesis 



   The research work presented in this thesis is an effort to recognize the potential 

issues associated with harnessing wave energy using OWC principle. It basically 

focuses on the aspects associated with converting the wave energy into pneumatic 

energy, further into electrical energy and then its control. It also involves the 

development of a wave turbine emulator which will support studies related with wave 

energy conversion systems. 

Layout of thesis 
   Fundamentals of capturing wave energy and wave characteristics are discussed in 

chapter 1. General aspects in the utilization of wave energy are discussed. Basic 

elements of the WEC are introduced. The classification of WEC based on the 

positioning of the converter is presented. The technical challenges a WEC has to face 

are also discussed and a review of technological developments in WECS is presented. 

Furthermore, the gist of the work and contents of different chapters that follow are 

summarized. 

 

   Chapter 2 deals with the wave characterization based on spectral analysis and 

modeling of OWC column with the Wells turbine. The concept of OWC for extracting 

energy from sea waves is discussed. Various prototypes of OWC devices installed 

world-wide are presented. Modeling aspects of OWC are discussed and modeling 

based on energy balance concept is presented. The model is tested with the actual 

wave pattern as input. Results of the simulated model are presented and validity is 

checked by comparing with the corresponding actual measured quantities obtained 

from Indian wave energy plant set up at Vizhinjam off Trivandrum coast in India. 

 

   Modeling aspects of the grid connected WECS are discussed in Chapter 3. A brief 

description of the system under study is given. Modeling of the PMSG based on d q 

axis is presented. The implementation of pulse width modulated (PWM) rectifier and 

the inverter modeling based on switching function concept, model for the dc link 

dynamics, filter and the ac grid are presented. Validity of each model is checked. 

Performance of the generator with constant axial velocity, with varying axial velocity 

and with actual wave pattern as input to the OWC model is analyzed. 

 



   Design of controllers for the generator side converter and the grid side converters 

for a grid connected wave energy conversion system are explained in Chapter 4. 

Different control schemes that can be used for the generator side converter are briefly 

reviewed. The constant stator voltage control scheme for the generator side converter 

in order to maintain the dc link voltage constant is implemented. The controller for 

the grid side converter is implemented with the objective of the regulating the 

magnitude and phase angle of the grid supply current so that the real and the reactive 

power entering the network can be controlled. 

 

   Chapter 5 deals with the hardware implementation of the wave turbine emulator. 

The design and implementation of a Wave Turbine Emulator (WTE) based on OWC 

principle in the laboratory environment is presented in this chapter. An attempt is also 

made to study the behavior of the PMSG coupled to the emulator developed. 

 

Conclusions and recommendations for further work are identified in Chapter 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

WAVE CHARACTERIZATION AND 

MODELING OF OWC WITH WELLS 

TURBINE 

INTRODUCTION 

   In a wave energy plant, the power take-off equipment is required to convert an 

energy flux that is oscillatory, highly irregular and largely random unless a large 

energy storage interface follows the waves in the energy conversion chain of the 

plant. In the basic studies as well as in the design stages of any wave energy plant the 

knowledge of the statistical characteristics of the local wave climate is essential, no 

matter whether physical or theoretical/numerical modeling methods are to be 

employed. This information may result from wave measurements, more or less 

sophisticated forecast/hind cast models or a combination of both, and usually takes 

the form of a set of representative sea states, each characterized by its frequency of 

occurrence and by a spectral distribution. 

Wave characterization: 
   Waves are considered as combination of series of components of different periods 

or frequencies. A certain amount of power or energy is contributed by each of such 

components. To describe and represent this power of each component the concept of 

power and energy spectrum of wave is used. The three parameters that help to 

differentiate different wave patterns are the significant wave height, time period and 

spectral energy density (Subba Rao et al. 2006). 

   Significant wave height is defined as average height of the highest one third waves 

in a wave spectrum and the corresponding mean of time periods is the time Period Ts. 

The spectral energy density describes how the energy of a wave is distributed with 



frequency. There are several methods used to get the Energy density spectrum. Some 

of these methods are Scott, Bretschneider and Neumann spectrum. 

 

Scott Spectrum 

   This has its basis as Derbyshire Spectrum. The spectrum in terms of Hs and ωo is 

given in equation 2.1.  
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where ω is the angular frequency, ωo is the peak angular frequency and Hs is the 

significant wave height. 

Bretschneider Spectrum 

   This spectrum is given in terms of Hs and ωo as in equation 2.2. 
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Neumann Spectrum 

   This spectrum is given in terms of Hs and ωo as in equation 2.3.    
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   A MATLAB
®

 code is written to calculate the significant wave height (Hs) and time 

period (Ts) and spectral energy density. For a wave pattern shown in figure 2.1, the 

spectral energy density curve using the above said methods is shown in figure 2.2. 

Among the above methods Scott spectrum provides reasonable maximum energy 



density and is considered to be the best fit with the measured spectra as concluded by 

the authors in (Subba Rao et al. 2006).  

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..2 Wave pattern 

 

                       

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..3 Spectral energy density curve 

 

   The spectral energy density curve shown in figure 2.2 is for a wave pattern having 

significant wave height of 1.552m and wave period of 18.88s. The maximum energy 

density obtained using Scott spectrum is 0.4m
2
s/rad at a peak angular frequency of 

0.7306 rad/s. 

 Table 2.1 lists spectral parameters of wave data with different characteristics. The 

wave data is obtained from the Indian wave energy plant located at Vizhinjam off 

Trivandrum coast in India. Wave data is the data of variation in the wave height as a 
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function of time measured from the plant site. The Indian wave energy plant was set 

up by Ocean engineering centre, Indian institute of technology, Madras through a 

sponsored research project funded by the department of ocean development 

government of India in 1983 (Jayashankar et al. 2000, Yagna Narayanan et al. 1996, 

Indireshan et al. 1989). Spectral parameters are evaluated for different wave patterns 

so as to distinguish between the patterns. Wave data 1 is pattern having high 

significant wave height and large period, wave data 2 is the pattern having high 

significant wave height with medium period, wave data 3 is the pattern having 

medium significant height with medium period, wave data 4 is the pattern having 

medium significant height and high period and wave data 5 is corresponding to the 

pattern with low significant height and low period. As wave power is a function of 

wave height and period, the variations in wave height and period symbolize the 

vagueness in wave power. 

 

Table 2.1 Spectral parameters for different wave data. 

Wave Data Hs (m) Ts (s) ωo (rad/s) 

Wave data 1 1.9189 36.48 0.4028 

Wave data 2 1.9512 19.025 0.476 

Wave data 3 1.552 18.8857 0.7306 

Wave data 4 1.336 25.325 0.561 

Wave data 5 1.005 16.7333 0.6545 

 

Oscillating Water Columns 
   The most successful and most extensively studied device for extracting energy from 

sea waves is the oscillating water column device (OWC). A wave capture chamber set 

into the rock face of the shoreline is called the caisson. The construction of the 

caisson is the basic factor which decides the amount of energy to be extracted. Bigger 

the size of the caisson higher is power that can be extracted and higher is the 

investment cost. The caisson has an opening at the mouth through which the waves 

are forced in. Working principle is based on the exchange of energy between the 

water and the air that is trapped above the water surface by an air chamber which is 

open at the bottom. An incident wave crest increases the pressure of the water inside 



the column, forcing the internal water level to rise and in turn pushing air out from the 

top of the column. The air turbine is installed in a duct which connects the chamber to 

the atmosphere thereby extracting energy from the air flow. The air flow reverses to 

refill the column when the wave trough appears (Jayashankar et al. 2000, Indireshan 

et al.1989). 

   OWC based wave energy plant has a three stage energy conversion process the 

OWC converts the variations in sea surface elevations to pressure, a bidirectional 

turbine converts pneumatic air power into mechanical shaft power and an electrical 

generator coupled to the turbine provides electrical power that is exported to the grid. 

Configuration of an ocean wave energy converter plant, using the OWC device is 

shown in figure 2.3. The overall plant efficiency is the product of the efficiencies of 

each of these power conversion stages.   

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..4 Diagrammatical illustration of an 

OWC 

 

   The wave-to-pneumatic energy conversion may be studied 

theoretically/numerically, or by testing a physical model in a wave basin or wave 

flume. The OWC class of WEC operates much like a wind turbine according to the 

principle of wave-induced air pressurization. The power available from the airflow 

through the OWC outlet depends on the airflow speed at the turbine vx, the area of the 

turbine Aduct , the pressure at the turbine duct Pair and the air density ρair. This power 

as given in equation 2.6 is comprised of two terms: (i) the air flow kinetic energy 



term, vx
3
Aductρair/2, which is common to wind turbine analysis, and (ii) the air pressure 

term, PairvxAduct, that is unique to this application. 
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Modeling of OWC 

   The OWC is the most highly developed type of wave energy converter and one of 

the very few to have reached the stage of full-sized prototype. Design optimization of 

OWC plants, especially of their power take-off equipment is very important. Several 

approaches have been used in the past to model and optimize OWC and WEC in 

general. The simple theoretical model assumes the incident wave to be regular or 

monochromatic, which allows the analysis to be performed in the frequency domain, 

provided the air turbine characteristic is approximately linear. In this case the 

hydrodynamic coefficients of radiation and diffraction are required for the wave 

frequency under consideration, which can be obtained analytically for simple 

geometries or experimentally evaluated. Mechanical model for OWC with 

compressibility is presented by Szumko in which certain aspects of modeling OWC 

wave power device, with particular reference to its behavior at representative off-

resonant frequencies is discussed (Szumko 1989). A stochastic model was applied to 

devise an optimal algorithm for the rotational speed control of an OWC wave power 

plant equipped with a Wells turbine to evaluate the average power output of the plant 

in (Falcao 2002). Experimental measurements on scaled down models of OWC, are 

discussed in the literature (Thiruvenkatasamy et al. 2005, David et al. 2010). 

   In the work presented, modeling of OWC is done based on the energy concept 

which avoids the necessity of conducting tests on scaled down physical models and 

experimental facilities. For the model proposed, input is the real wave pattern which 

is the variation of wave height with time. This avoids the modeling of wave. 

Measured wave data from the Indian wave energy plant are applied to this model. 

Dimensions of the OWC of the Indian wave plant are used in the model. Output of the 

model is the axial velocity of air within the water column which can be used to find 

the differential pressure within the column. Though the compressibility of air is not 



taken into consideration in modeling, output of the model are in qualitative agreement 

with the experimental output from the Indian wave energy plant. 

   OWC devices are shore-mounted structures having fixed frames of reference which 

operate in response to the incoming sea waves. Figure 2.4 indicates the dimensions of 

the OWC where a is length of the water column, b is the width of the chamber and h 

is the height of the water level within the OWC. 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..5 Figure showing the dimensions of the 

OWC 

 

When sea wave enters the OWC the water level in the column increases for the wave 

crest as shown in figure 2.5 and decreases for the wave trough as shown in the figure 

2.6. When the wave crest enters the OWC, water level increases. During a wave crest, 

if h1 was the initial height of the water in OWC and h2 is the final height of the water 

in OWC, then increase in the water level is given by equation 2.7. 

12 hhh −=∆                                          (Error! No 

text of specified style in document..7) 

 



 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..6 Increase in the water level in OWC 

for the wave crest. 

 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..7 Decrease in the water level in OWC 

for the wave trough. 

 

If the rise in the height of water in OWC is considered as a movement of a water slab 

from height h1 to h2, then the amount of water displaced m0 can be expressed as in 

equation 2.8. 

( )120 hhabm w −= ρ
                                             (Error! No 

text of specified style in document..8) 

b is the width of the wave which is assumed equal to the width of the chamber and ρw 

is the density of water. 



Energy contained in the half wave in terms of wave amplitude and wave length is 

given by the equation 2.9. 

8/2 λρ AbE wwave =                                 (Error! No 

text of specified style in document..9) 

where, A is the wave amplitude and λ is wave length in meters. Ewave is the energy 

transferred to the water slab in Joules. This energy is responsible for rise in potential  

energy of water slab as well as the gain in kinetic energy of air in OWC. Using the 

principle of energy balance Ewave can be equated to the sum of increase in potential 

energy of water and kinetic energy of air as in equation 2.10. 
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where, V is the volume of air column,  ρair is the density of air, g is the acceleration 

due to gravity and v is the velocity of air near the water surface. Assuming sinusoidal 

waves and neglecting superposition of waves entering into the water column, wave 

can be expressed as in equation 2.11. 
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Where, k is the wave number given by equation 2.12 shown below and ω is the 

angular frequency in rad/s given by equation 2.13. 
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Tw is the wave period. Increase in the height of water level is a function of the wave 

entering, hence can be related as shown in equation 2.14 using mass conservation,            
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Hence increase in the water level ∆h is given by equation 2.15. 
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Using equations 2.7- 2.15 the velocity of air near the water surface in the OWC can be 

found as in equation 2.16. 
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Then the velocity near the orifice of the OWC can found from the equation of 

continuity, assuming incompressible flow of air as shown in equation 2.17.         
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where A1 and A2 are area of the OWC and the area of the orifice respectively and vx is 

the axial velocity of air in the OWC near the orifice.  

When wave enters into the OWC, it causes change in pneumatic power of water 

column within the OWC. Pneumatic power is related to the axial velocity of air within 

the OWC as shown in the equation 2.18. 

       
( ) abvdPP xpowerpneumatic =       (Error! No 
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where dP is differential pressure within the oscillating column. 

 

Historical development of the air turbine 
   The air turbine is the most critical element of the energy conversion chain and is 

where a major fraction of the energy losses occur. A large part of the R&D on OWC 

plants has been devoted to turbine aerodynamics. The air turbine of an OWC is 

subject to much more demanding conditions than the turbines in any other 

application, including wind turbines. The flow through the turbine is reciprocating 

and is random and highly variable over several time scales, ranging from a few 

seconds to seasonal variations. The time-average efficiency of an air turbine in an 

OWC is substantially lower than that of a water, steam, gas, wind turbine working in 

nearly steady conditions. Several types of air turbines have been proposed for wave 

energy conversion. Performance prediction of turbines under real sea conditions and 



control of their speed for ocean energy conversion system have been discussed in the 

literature (Tindall et al. 1996, Anand et al. 2006). 

   The Wells turbine was invented, about 25 year ago by Dr. Allan Wells Professor at 

Queen’s University of Belfast. It is an axial-flow turbine that is self-rectifying, which 

means its torque is not sensitive to the direction of the air flow, schematic diagram of 

which is shown in figure 2.7. Several versions have been studied since then namely, a 

single rotor without or with guide vanes, twin rotors in series, two counter-rotating 

rotors (Jayaraj Joseph et al. 2009, Mala et al. 2009 , Setoguchi et al. 2003). 

   The variable-pitch-rotor-blade turbine is a much more sophisticated version and 

allows phase control. All these versions have been objects of considerable theoretical 

and/or experimental R&D, especially in Europe (UK, Portugal and Ireland), Japan, 

India and China (Tease 2002, Anand et al. 2006, David et al. 2010). 

 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..8   Schematic of Wells Turbine 

   The impulse turbine is the most popular alternative to the Wells turbine. This also 

belongs to the class of self rectifying turbines. Most of the R&D on this type of 

turbine has been done in Japan and to a lesser extent in India, China, UK and Ireland 

in the last decade. The advantages and disadvantages of the self-rectifying impulse 

turbine as compared with the Wells turbine are not yet very clear. In general, one can 

say that the Wells turbine is characterized by a considerably higher rotational speed 

than the impulse turbine, which enhances the storage of energy by fly-wheel effect 

and hence resulting in smoothing effect upon power delivered to the grid. Both wells 

turbine and impulse turbine are currently in operation in different power plants in 

Europe and Asia on experimental basis. Currently research around the world is 

focused on improving the performance of these turbines under different operating 



conditions (Watterson et al. 1996, Thakker et al. 2002, Ajit et al. 2003, Ajit et al. 

2004).  

 Modeling of the Wells turbine 
   The Wells turbine is the most frequently proposed and used air turbine to equip 

OWC plants. Its favorable features include high blade to air flow ratio. This means 

that relatively high rotational speed about 100-2000 rpm may be achieved for a low 

velocity of air flowing through the turbine. A high rotational speed allows a cheaper 

generator to be used, and also enhances the possibility of storing energy by flywheel. 

It is relatively cheap to construct and a fairly good peak efficiency of 0.7- 0.8 can be 

obtained for a full sized turbine. Weak points of the Wells turbine are low or even 

negative torque at relatively small flow rates and drop in power output due to 

aerodynamic losses at flow rates exceeding the stall free critical value. Recent 

research work indicates that this can be improved by suitable geometry of the rotor 

blades.  By using variable pitch turbine, blade stalling can be avoided, or greatly 

reduced over a large range of flow rates, therefore allowing a substantially better 

time- averaged aerodynamic performance (Tease 2002). 

   Mathematical equations used for the modeling of the Wells turbine are as given by 

equation 2.19 and 2.20 (Jayashankar et al. 2000, Muthukumar et al. 2005, Yagna 

Narayanan et al. 1996). 

 

                   
( ) )( ( )2

t
2
xrhaira rva12nlbCdp ωρ += //      (Error! No 

text of specified style in document..19) 

   
)( ( )2

t
2
xhairtt rvr2nlbCT ωρ += /

  
 (Error! No text of 
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where dP is the differential pressure in Pascal, Tt is the gross torque produced by the 

turbine in Nm, ρair is the mass density of air in Kg/m
3
, bh is the blade height of the 

turbine in m, l the blade chord length in m, n is the number of blades of the turbine, r 

is the average radius of the turbine in m, ar the annular area of the rotor in m
2
, ωt  is 

the speed of rotation in rad/s, vx is the axial velocity of air within the OWC in m/s, Ca 

is the power (Input) coefficient and Ct is the torque coefficient. The power coefficient 

and the torque coefficient are the two important characteristic parameters of the 



turbine needed for the modeling of the turbine. The experimentally obtained plot of 

these two parameters as a function of the flow coefficient is given in figures 2.8 and 

2.9. These characteristic curves have been obtained from the Indian wave energy plant 

(Jayashankar et al. 2000). 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..9 Toque coefficient vs. flow coefficient 

Characteristic of Wells turbine 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..10  Power coefficient vs. f low coefficient 

Characteristic of Wells turbine 

 

The flow coefficient φt is defined as in the equation 2.21. 

( )txt rv ωφ /=                       (Error! No text of 

specified style in document..21) 

 The pneumatic power converted into mechanical power Pt by the Wells turbine is 

given by equation 2.22. 

ttt TP ω=                      (Error! No text of 

specified style in document..22) 

Results and discussion 
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   OWC model with Wells turbine is tested with the actual wave pattern as input. The 

wave pattern has been obtained from the Indian wave energy plant which is the actual 

wave height measurement for a time length of 500s. Figure 2.10 shows a wave pattern 

corresponding to group of wave data 5 for 500s which has a significant wave height 

of 1.55m and wave period of 18.57s. From the spectral energy density curve it is 

observed that, the peak frequency corresponding to maximum energy density is 

0.65rad/s and the wave power calculated in terms of the significant wave height and 

period is 143.23 kW. For this wave pattern the absolute axial velocity of air in OWC 

is shown in figure 2.11. Axial velocity has a maximum value of 11.44m/s and a mean 

value of 5.77 m/s. 
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   It is observed that the absolute axial velocity of air in the OWC varies in accordance 

with the variations in the input wave data pattern. The pneumatic power within the 

OWC for the wave pattern considered is as shown in figure 2.12. Turbine torque and 

power are shown in figures 2.13 and 2.14 respectively. Figure 2.15 shows the 

variation of the turbine speed with time. Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the plot of 

variations of differential pressure with time from the OWC model, and the plot of 

measured differential pressure from the Indian wave energy plant respectively.  
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..16    Turbine speed 
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 Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..18   Differential pressure measured. 

 

   The simulated model is applied with different wave patterns. The significant wave 

height Hs, period Ts, mean values of wave power Pwave, axial velocity vx, pneumatic 

power within the oscillating water column Pnum, turbine power Pt, differential pressure 
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within the oscillating water column ‘dPm’ are evaluated and presented in the table 2.2. 

Also the differential pressure measured from the Indian wave energy plant for the 

corresponding input wave patterns is given as dP. The results got from the model are 

compared with the measured values from the Indian wave energy plant and it is 

observed that the output of model is in close agreement with the actual measured site 

data. 

 

Table 2.2 Response of the OWC-turbine model for different wave patterns 

wave 

data 
Hs(m) Ts(s) Pwave(kW) vx(m/s) Pnum(kW) Pt(kW) dPm(Pa) dP(Pa) 

Wave 

data1 
1.9189 36.48 729 6.635 49.56 7.98 1075 982.5 

Wave 

data 2 
1.9562 19.025 400.4 5.879 46.95 7.63 1006 968.3 

Wave 

data  3 
1.7552 18.88 319.82 5.772 39.78 6.588 904.4 874.0 

Wave 

data 4 
1.3367 25.325 248 5.1 36.78 6.424 815.7 745.8 

Wave 

data 5 
1.005 16.7333 92.95 4.95 31.25 5.959 787.3 696.4 

 

From the results it is seen that the Pneumatic power, turbine torque, turbine power 

fluctuate in accordance with the variations in the input wave data pattern. Since the 

waves are irregular, the air flow generated by the oscillating water column is irregular 

and hence the power and torque of the turbine is also irregular. For the wave patterns 

considered the significant wave height is varying in the range 1 to 2 m with wave 

period varying in the range 16 to 36s. It is observed that the though the range of 

variation of the mean axial velocity is less 4.9 to 6.63m/s, the maximum value goes up 

to 12m/s. The mean wave power variation range for the cases considered  is 93 to 729 

kW which  is quite large, also the maximum pneumatic power shoots up to a value 

about three to four times the average value depending upon how the wave height and 

period are varying.  This demonstrates the uncertainty in the wave power due to 

arbitrariness in the waves and reveals the difficulties in developing an efficient wave 

harnessing system. In the next chapter modeling of WECS connected to the grid is 

presented. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

MODELING OF WECS CONNECTED TO 

GRID 

INTRODUCTION 

   The critical issue for the design of the generator and electrical equipment is the 

choice between constant and variable rotational speed. A fixed speed generator will 

extract smaller fraction of available power compared to a variable speed generator. 

During gust or swell conditions a fixed speed generator will experience severe shock 

whereas if the speed is allowed to change the inertia will absorb some of the extra 



power input. Constant speed allows a cheaper generator to be used and does not 

require sophisticated power electronics. However one of the shortcomings of fixed 

speed system is that the rotational speed of the turbine cannot be adjusted to match the 

variations in the wave and hence storing and releasing energy by flywheel effect is not 

possible. This implies that the large power fluctuations resulting from the wavy nature 

of the energy resource are transmitted to the electrical grid without attenuation. This is 

not tolerable in small grids (Muthukumar et al. 2005). 

   On the other hand variable speed power generation enables the turbine to capture 

larger amount of energy, resulting in higher overall efficiency of the system. It keeps 

the turbine at its ideal speed for best efficiency and reduces peak structural stresses. 

Variable rotational speed necessitates sophisticated power electronics thereby 

increasing the overall cost of the system. In recent years advancements in the 

development of high power switching devices has led to the adoption of fully variable 

speed controlled generators. Such equipment is now becoming readily available in the 

market at reasonable prices. These variable speed generators are either gear coupled 

doubly fed induction generators with power electronics control of the rotor voltage 

and frequency or direct coupled synchronous generator with power electronics control 

of the stator voltage and frequency with permanent magnet excitation (Sullivan et al. 

2008). Power electronic converter used for grid connection produces harmonics. 

Therefore filtering becomes necessary. Voltage jumps may be produced due to 

combination of many high frequency harmonics. All these issues have to be addressed 

in the control methodology. (Marian et al. 2010,  Vining et al. 2007). 

Electrical machines in wave energy conversion systems 
   In a WECS based on OWC principle, energy conversion takes place in three steps. 

In the first step variations in state of sea are converted into pressure difference within 

the OWC. Then the pressure variations are converted into the mechanical power by 

means of air turbine. Finally the mechanical power is converted into electrical power 

by means of a generator. As OWC is a linear device, variations in state of sea are 

reflected in the differential pressure within the OWC, and hence in the electrical 

power generated. The electrical generator can be connected to the power grid or to an 

isolated load. The standalone generation unit is difficult to control since the system 



inertia is not large enough to maintain the system frequency.  Hence an isolated 

system requires extensive control system in order to balance the input. In case of grid 

connected scheme, the grid acts like a fly wheel and absorbs the power fluctuations. 

At the same time it introduces some stability problems. In the past decade, wind 

energy conversion has been developed to a stage of maturity where the electrical 

system configuration is converging to a small number of options. Wave energy can 

profit from this knowledge because of the similarities between wind and wave energy.  

   With variable speed system possible options of ac generators are Induction 

generator, DFIG, wound field synchronous generator and PMSG. Induction generator 

can provide small range of speed variation with minimal control requirements. But it 

depends on an external voltage source to produce magnetic field in the stator. If 

variable speed is adopted with slip ring induction generator, the peak to average 

power fed to the grid is reduced at the expense of increased losses (Ravi Kiran et al. 

2007). With variable speed operation, the synchronous generator will produce a 

variable frequency output and therefore requires an additional frequency converter 

before it can be connected to the grid. It also requires variable dc current for the field 

excitation and since the field current has to be supplied through the brushes and slip 

rings it necessitates regular maintenance. On the other hand, PMSG in which the 

electromagnets of conventional synchronous machine are replaced by permanent 

magnets neither requires dc power to create magnetic field as in conventional 

synchronous generator, nor ac power as in induction generator. On examination of the 

technology employed by the wind energy system, DFIG represents the state of the art 

with direct coupled PMSG representing a more recent trend. With DFIG the system 

cost, size and the power efficiency is optimum for a variable speed operation. This is 

due to the fact that power electronics ought to be rated for only 30-50% of the system 

rated power. But DFIG has the danger of being influenced by grid faults and failures 

since its stator is directly connected to the grid. Both DFIG and the brushed 

synchronous machine require regular maintenance and replacement of the brushes. In 

case of PMSG the initial cost is significantly more due the high cost of permanent 

magnets and 100% rating of the power electronics. However the major advantage of 

PMSG is increased reliability and reduced maintenance. This is due to the lack of 

brushes. In OWC based WEC, gearing is typically not an issue since the turbine can 



be designed to rotate at speeds consistent with standard offline machines such as, 

750/1000/1500/3000 rpm (O’Sullivan et al. 2008, Indiresan et al. 1989, Muthukumar  

et al. 2005, Yagnanarayanan et al. 1996, Wang et al. 2010, Yagnanarayanan et al. 

1999). 

   Based on the research on the suitability of electrical generators for wave energy 

harnessing it appears that the induction generator and permanent magnet synchronous 

generator are the strong contenders. In the past induction generators were used as they 

were cheap, robust and easy to control. However PMSG has fewer loss mechanisms 

and therefore may be a better option due to its improved energy yield, weight and 

controllability (O’Sullivan et al. 2008, Hodgins et al. 2008). 

Power electronic interface technologies  
   With variable speed operation both voltage and frequency at the output of the 

generator vary depending on the change in the axial velocity of air in OWC. This 

requires a power electronic interface between the generator and the grid or local load. 

Several interface systems have been discussed in the literature especially for wind 

power conversion.  Several converter topologies for wind turbines both for fixed 

speed and variable speed have been proposed, implemented and investigated. Control 

solutions contributing to grid control using active and reactive power control enabled 

by power electronics have been widely discussed in the literature (Juan Manuel et al. 

2006, Chen 1998, Fotios et al. 2006, Chen et al. 2001, Martha et al. 2005).  

The standard electrical power generation system of the power take off of wave energy 

conversion device can be fundamentally divided into two categories. One is a direct 

connection of power generation system for a fixed speed operation and the other an 

indirect connection of power generation system for a variable speed. For fixed speed 

system a squirrel cage induction generator is directly connected to the utility as shown 

in Figure 3.1 (Tarek and Zobaa 2009). Output voltage of the induction generator is 

stepped up using a step up transformer and the reactive power requirement of the 

induction generator is supplied from either the grid or switched capacitors connected 

to the machine terminals. For variable speed wave energy device a PMSG can be used 

with full scale power electronics as shown in Figure 3.2 (Tarek and Zobaa 2009) 

converting the variable voltage, variable frequency output.  
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..20 Variable speed generating system 

with full scale power electronics 

 

 



 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..21  Variable speed generating system 

with boost converter 

 

The PWM rectifier of the back to back converter can be replaced by the uncontrolled 

rectifier and boost converter to achieve the same level of control as shown in figure 

3.3 (Martha et al. 2007, Tarek et al. 2010 ,  Feng et al. 2008). 

 

 

System description 
   Wave energy technology is still in R&D stage, struggling to go through to a 

commercial implementation. Wind energy technology has matured to a level where 

the turbine designs, electrical system configurations are converging to a small number 

of options. Generators, power electronic technology for grid interface options and 

control of generators in variable speed wind energy systems connected to the grid 

have been widely discussed.  Several issues related to power quality are being 

investigated for wind energy system (Gabriele et al. 2007, Monica Chinchilla et al. 

2006, Bhim Singh et al. 2008). The focus of wave energy developers so far has been 

basically on the sea performance, developing WEC which can withstand severe 

conditions and on the primary power take off mechanisms rather than electrical power 

take off. Among the various wave energy converters, converters based on OWC have 



reached the pre-commercial stage. Therefore it is necessary to examine the different 

elements of the electrical system in detail with an objective of system optimization as 

well as the overall system control. 

   It is has been shown  in wind and wave power conversion that variable speed 

turbines can capture energy 5% greater than the fixed speed technology and that the 

active and reactive power generated can easily be controlled. Variable speed operation 

is possible if the electrical grid frequency and the rotor frequency are decoupled. 

Hence the power electronic technology plays an important role in integration of the 

renewable sources into the electrical grid. To maximize power take off efficiency for 

a wide range variable speed operation the indirect connection using bi-directional 

power converter can be employed. The system uses full scale power electronics for 

converting the variable speed variable frequency power generated by the WEC to a 

constant voltage constant frequency power supplied to the grid. The generating 

system can make use of a PMSG. The full scale back to back voltage source converter 

by which the generator is connected to power grid allows the full controllability of the 

system. Due to the intensified grid codes full scale converter might be favored in 

future in spite of the additional cost incurred. The converter allows the variable speed 

operation and thereby the speed can be varied over a relatively wide range depending 

upon the input conditions where the turbine can extract maximum power at different 

input conditions. LCL filter is used between the inverter and the grid in order to 

achieve low levels of harmonic distortion (Erika Twinning et al. 2003, Milan 

Prodanovic et al. 2003). 

   Although the topology causes extra losses in the power conversion system this 

design allows the WEC to operate in a variable speed mode allowing more energy of 

the wave to be captured. The generator is decoupled from the grid by a voltage 

sourced dc link. Therefore this power electronic interface provides excellent 

controllable characteristics for the WECS. The power converter to the grid enables the 

fast control of active and reactive power. This will have a significant impact on the 

grid integration system and reduces the harmonic currents in order to keep the 

harmonic voltage within the acceptable limits and meet the grid code.  

   Taking into account all the above aspects wave energy harnessing system shown in 

figure 3.4 is considered for study. Here a variable speed Wells turbine driven PMSG 



is connected to the grid through a LCL filter by means of fully controlled frequency 

converter which consist of a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) rectifier, an intermediate 

dc circuit and a PWM inverter.  
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Modeling of PMSG 

Introduction 

   Permanent magnet electric machine is a synchronous machine which is magnetized 

from permanent magnets placed on the rotor instead of using a dc excitation circuit. 

With magnets on the rotor, electrical losses of the machine are reduced and the 

absence of field losses improves the thermal characteristics of the permanent magnet 

machines. The absence of mechanical components such as slip rings and brushes 

make the machine lighter resulting in higher power to weight ratio, which means 

higher efficiency and reliability. Permanent magnet machines have already become an 

attractive solution for wind turbine applications. The major disadvantages of 

permanent magnet machines are high cost of permanent magnet material, difficulties 



to handle in manufacture, demagnetization of permanent magnets at high 

temperatures. These machines are classified into two group namely permanent magnet 

DC (PMDC) machines and permanent magnet AC (PMAC) machines. The PMDC 

machines are similar to dc commutator machines; the only difference is that the field 

winding is replaced by the permanent magnets. In case of PMAC the field is 

generated by permanent magnets located on the rotor and the brushes and the 

commutator does not exist.  For this reason this machine is simple to use instead of 

PMDC. PMAC machines can be further classified depending on the type of back 

electromotive force into trapezoidal and sinusoidal machines. The trapezoidal 

machines, also called as brushless dc motors induce trapezoidal back emf voltage 

waveform in each stator phase winding during rotation while the sinusoidal PMAC 

machines, called synchronous machines require sinusoidal current excitation of the 

stator. Depending upon the rotor configuration PM synchronous machine (PMSM) 

can be classified in to surface mounted magnet type (SPMSM) and interior magnet 

type (IPMSM). In case of surface mounted magnet type the magnets are mounted on 

the surface of the rotor. The magnets can be regarded as air because the permeability 

of magnets is close to unity and the saliency is not present as a consequence of the 

same width of the magnets. From this the inductances expressed in the quadrature 

coordinates are equal (Ld =Lq). In case of interior magnet type the magnets are placed 

inside the rotor. In this configuration of the machine saliency appears and the air gap 

of d axis is increased compared to with q axis resulting that q axis inductance has a 

different value than d axis inductance. In case of SPMSM the design is easy due to the 

absence of saliency and hence becomes an attractive solution for wind or wave 

turbine application (Krishnan 2007). 

 

Modeling of the generator 

   The generator can be electrically represented by the one phase equivalent circuit as 

shown in Figure 3.5 and the corresponding phasor diagram is shown in Figure 3.6. If a 

surface mounted PMSG (SPMSG) is used the magnetic flux distribution in the rotor is 

approximately sinusoidal. With this assumption the flux can be entirely described by a 



vector and thus electromotive force E induced in the stator by the permanent magnet 

flux ψpm can be expressed as given in equation 3.1.  

pmpmr f2jjE ψπψω ==             (Error! No text of 

specified style in document..23) 

Internal voltage E depends on the actual rotor speed of the generator. Under load the 

stator current Is and the stator reactance Xs also cause a magnetic field which is 

superposed to the field of the rotor. The voltage drop over the machines reactance Xs 

provokes a phase delay (load angle δ) between the internal voltage E and the stator 

voltage Vs which are equal only for no load. PMSG are normally not equipped with a 

damper winding.  In the case when PMSG is connected to a frequency converter 

which provides a variable stator frequency according to the actual rotor speed, no 

relative movement between the stator and rotor field exists which could induce a 

voltage in the damper winding. Hence in case of transients, damper windings cannot 

contribute to damping. PMSG connected to a frequency converter is therefore a 

system without inherent damping. Thus no transient and subtransient reactances as 

known for wound rotor synchronous generator can be defined for the PMSG.  
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..24    Phasor diagram of PMSG 

 

   In order to model the PMSG it is necessary to develop the mathematical model of 

the machine that is derived from the space vector form of the stator voltage equation 

as in 3.2. 



s
abc

s
abcs

s

abc dt

d
IRV λ+==      (Error! No text of 

specified style in document..24) 

where Rs is the stator winding resistance per phase, I
s
abc is the stator current, V

s
abc is 

the stator voltage and λ
s
abc is the flux linkage. It is desirable to transform from abc to 

synchronous dq reference frame to have a simpler model (Krishnan 2007). 

   The two axes Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine stator winding can be 

considered to have equal turns per phase. The rotor flux can be assumed to be 

concentrated along d axis while there is no flux along the q axis. Rotor flux is 

assumed to be constant at a given operating point. If the effect of variations of rotor 

temperature on the magnet flux is neglected, the rotor voltage equations are not 

necessary as in the induction machine, since there is no external source connected to 

the rotor. Rotor frame of reference is chosen because the position of rotor magnets 

determines the instantaneous induced voltage and subsequently the stator currents and 

the torque of the machine. In the rotor reference frame equivalent q and d axes of the 

stator winding are transformed into reference frames that are revolving at rotor speed. 

 Rotor magnet axis is the d axis and stator d and q axis windings have fixed phase 

relationship with the rotor magnet axis. The stator flux linkage equations are given by 

equations 3.3-3.4 (Krishnan 2007). 
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Rd and Rq are the direct and quadrature axis winding resistances. 

The q and d axis stator flux linkages in rotor reference frame are given by the 

equations 3.5-3.6. 
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qs iLiL +=λ
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r
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                 (Error! No text of 
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Self inductances of the stator q and d axes windings are equal to Ls only when the 

rotor magnets have an arc of electrical 180⁰. When the stator winding d axis is in 

alignment with rotor magnet axis, the reluctance of the path is highest. The magnet 

reluctance is almost same as the air gap reluctance and hence its inductance is the 

lowest at this time. The inductance is referred to as the direct axis inductance Ld. At 

this time q axis winding faces the inter polar path in the rotor, where the flux path 

encounters no magnet but only the air gaps and iron in the rotor resulting in lower 

reluctance and higher inductance. The inductance of q axis winding is Lq at this time. 

In order to compute stator flux linkages in q and d axis the current in the rotor and 

stator are required. The permanent magnet excitation can be modeled as a constant 

current source ifr . Since the rotor flux is along the d axis, d axis rotor current is ifr and 

q axis rotor current is zero. Then the flux linkages can be written as shown in 

equations 3.7-3.8. 
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Lm is the mutual inductance between stator windings and rotor magnets. Substitution 

of equation 3.7 and 3.8 in the equation 3.3 and 3.4 gives stator voltage equations in 

terms of the direct and quadrature axis inductances as in equation 3.9. 
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The torque equation of PMSG can be derived from the power balance equation. The 

power flowing into the machine can be expressed in dq reference frame as shown in 

equation 3.10. 

( )r
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2

3
          (Error! No text of 
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Substituting stator voltage equations in dq reference frame into equation 3.10 and 

separating the power quantities gives the power equation in the form as given in 

equation 3.11. 
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The first term represents the power loss in the conductors, the second term indicates 

the time rate of change for stored energy in the magnetic fields and the third term 

express the energy conversion from electrical to mechanical energy. The third term 

represents the electromagnetic torque because the power output from the motor shaft 

must be equal to the electromechanical power Pe as indicated in equation 3.12. 
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The relation between the electrical velocity ωr and mechanical angular velocity ωm of 

the machine depends on the number of pole pairs as shown in equation 3.13. 
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The electromagnet torque is therefore given by the equation 3.14. 
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Substituting the flux linkages in terms of inductances and currents from 3.7 and 3.8 in 

the torque equation 3.14 gives the electromagnet torque in terms of the direct and 

quadrature axis inductances as shown in the equation 3.15. 
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λaf is the rotor flux linkages that link the stator given by equation 3.16. 
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In the expression for torque it can be observed that there are two terms. The first term 

represents the synchronous torque and is produced by the flux of the permanent 

magnets and the second term represents the reluctance torque which is the torque 

produced due to the difference in the inductances in dq reference frame. In case of 

surface mounted permanent magnet machines the inductances in dq reference frame 

are equal resulting in a simpler expression for the electromagnetic torque without the 

reluctance torque. With the assumption expressed above equation 3.15 has the 

following form 
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Active and reactive powers of the permanent magnet generator are  
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 Electromechanical dynamic equation is given by  
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Tt is the torque of the turbine, Te is the electromagnetic torque of the PMSG, J is the 

moment of inertia of the system, B is the friction coefficient, ωm is the mechanical 

angular velocity of the machine. The modeling of PMSG has been implemented in 

MATLAB using the equations 3.9-3.19. The input to the PMSG is the mechanical 

speed developed by the Wells turbine and its outputs are the three phase voltage and 

the electromagnetic torque (Krishnan 2007). 

Modeling of converters 

   The PWM rectifier and the inverter modeling is implemented using switching 

function concept (Byoung et al. 2001). Switching function concept is a powerful tool 

in understanding and optimizing the performance of static power converters. Using 

this concept power converter circuits can be modeled according to their function 



rather than circuit topologies. As this method is not based on the state equation the 

tedious task of obtaining the state equations is avoided. Also with this, model 

convergence problem is avoided and simulation run time can be reduced. Design 

parameters such as the voltage, current ratings of the power switches and load 

currents can easily be calculated. 

 Functional models for the rectifier and the inverter are done based on transfer 

function theory. According to  the transfer function theory for the PWM voltage 

source inverter input current Iv and the output line to line voltages (Vab,Vbc,Vca) are 

dependent variables and input dc voltage Vdc and  load currents (Ia,Ib,Ic) are 

independent variables. Relationship between input and output can be expressed as in 

equations 3.20 and 3.21. 
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TF is the transfer function of the voltage source inverter and Vdc is the dc input 

voltage to the inverter. TF consist of several switching functions defined by the 

control strategy used. Sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) technique is used 

for both the rectifier and inverter circuits. For SPWM, two switching functions are 

used, one for the generation of line to line voltage and the other for the generation of 

currents within the inverter circuit. The overall model for the inverter consist of 

sinusoidal pulse width modulating signal generation block, switching function 

generation block, inverter block, load current generating block, pure switch and diode 

current generating block.  

Sinusoidal pulse width modulating signal generation block compares the carrier signal 

Vtri with three control signals Vcont_a ,V cont_b ,V cont_c as shown in figure 3.7. Two sets 

of switching function signals SF1 and SF2 as shown in the figures 3.8-3.9 for each of 

the three phases are generated in the switching function block. 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..26  Control signal SF2 for phase a 
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 Using the switching function signal SF1 the inverter line and phase voltages are 

obtained using the equations 3.22- 3.24 in the inverter block.  
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Inverter line to line voltages are derived using Vao, Vbo and Vco. Inverter phase 

voltages Van,Vbn and Vcn are obtained as in equations 3.23. 
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Using the phase voltages load currents for the three phases namely Ia, Ib and Ic are 

derived in the load current block. Switch currents Is1, Is3 and Is5 for the upper leg 

devices and input current of the inverter are calculated using the corresponding load 

currents and the switching function SF2_abc in the pure switch and diode current block 

according to the equations 3.25 - 3.26.
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From the switch currents inverter input current is derived as in equation 3.26. 
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Similar concept is used to model the three phase PWM rectifier.  

Modeling of dc link  

   In the system under study, power electronic interface between the generator and the 

grid consists of two controlled voltage source converters (VSC) and a capacitor as 



shown in figure 3.10. One of the VSC is connected to the stator of PMSG named 

generator side converter, which converts ac power to dc power and stores it in the 

capacitor. The other VSC named the grid side converter being connected to the grid 

using PWM technique outputs power and voltage with a constant magnitude and 

frequency to the power grid. The capacitance called dc link capacitance between the 

two converters absorbs the instantaneous active power difference between the two 

converters. Modeling of the dc link capacitor is done based on the following 

equations. 
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The dynamic equation for dc link is given by the equation 3.27. 
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Id is the current flowing out of the generator side converter given by equation 3.28 and 

Iv is the current flowing into the grid side converter given by equation 3.29. 
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vdg, vds are the direct axis voltage components of grid voltage and the stator voltage 

and vqg, vqs are the quadrature axis voltage components of grid voltage and the stator 

voltage. ids, idg are direct axis components of grid and the stator current and iqg, iqs are 



the quadrature axis components of grid and the stator current. By substituting 

equation 3.27 and 3.28 in 3.26 the dynamic equation of the dc link voltage could be 

defined as shown in equation 3.30. 
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Prloss and Pdloss are the converter losses. 

Results and discussion 
   The WECS model developed is validated by applying different inputs like constant 

axial velocity, varying axial velocity and the actual wave pattern. Figure 3.11 shows 

the torque, speed, three phase AC voltage generated by PMSG, dc link voltage and 

the output voltage of the inverter when the input to the Wells turbine namely the axial 

velocity is set at a constant value. Figure 3.12 shows the change in the torque, speed, 

voltage generated and the stator current of the generator when the input to the Wells 

turbine namely the axial velocity is initially set at a constant value and then changed 

in steps. Figure 3.13 shows the torque (Te), speed (ωm), voltage generated by PMSG 

(Vs), dc link voltage (Vdc) and the output voltage of the inverter (Vin) when the input to 

the Wells turbine namely the axial velocity is set at a constant value and then 

decreased in steps.  
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..30  Performance of the WECS with axial 

velocity is changed in steps 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..31  Performance of the WECS with axial 

velocity is decreased in steps 
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   When OWC model is applied with a wave pattern for 500s which has a significant 

wave Height (Hs) of 1.55m and wave period of 18.57s, speed, power developed by the 

PMSG, torque developed by the PMSG, the three voltage generated by PMSG are as 

shown in figures 3.14 - 3.17. Figure 3.18 shows the part of the three phase voltage 

generated by PMSG and figure 3.19 shows the rms value of the generated voltage. 
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 Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..35   Voltage generated by PMSG 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..36 AC voltage generated 

 Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..37 RMS voltage generated 

 

   Results demonstrate the randomness in the various quantities like speed, torque and 

powers developed of the turbine and the generators when the axial velocity input to 

the turbine is varying randomly. Modeling and design of controllers for grid 

connected WECS is presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODELING AND DESIGN OF 

CONTROLLERS FOR A GRID 

CONNECTED WECS 

INTRODUCTION 

   Power possessed  by a wave which has a length of 1m along the wave front with a 

height  H & period T is given by P =ρw g
2
 H

2
 T (1/32п )W/m where, ρw is mass 

density of water, g is the acceleration due to gravity. In nature waves are far from 

ideal and are irregular. With wave height and period both varying over a wide range, 

the power available for extraction from the waves varies from instant to instant. 

Deriving a constant average electrical power out of this for exporting to grid in case 

of grid connected operation and supplying an isolated load in case of standalone 

operation are both challenging jobs. Fluctuations in the power fed to the grid are not 

desirable and therefore characteristics and control of generator needs to be studied 

intensively to improve the performance and efficiency of such power plants if they are 

to become economically feasible. Control of fluctuations in an OWC wave energy 

device is more difficult in view of pulsating nature of input power unlike in wind 

energy schemes where air velocity is practically steady with superimposed ripple. In 

OWC based wave energy device, in addition to statistical variation of air speed due to 

statistical variations of wave, there is cyclical variation of air velocity due to 

bidirectional nature of air flow. Therefore, axial velocity of air swings from zero to a 

maximum value and back to zero in a period of typically 4 - 5s in a periodically 

repeated manner. The extent of variation in speed of Wells turbine due to cyclical 

input power depends on turbine output, rotational inertia of the system, torque speed 

characteristics of generator, wherein the turbine output itself is a function of speed. Of 

these, only generator characteristics can be modified during operation. The generator 

performance should be controlled so as to improve overall efficiency and to reduce 

power fluctuation or ripple to an acceptable value. 



   In wind power conversion system several issues concerned to the power control, 

power quality are investigated and solved. These solutions can be applied to wave 

energy systems, but need further research in order to extract electrical energy from the 

sea waves in a commercially and technologically acceptable manner. Several issues 

are to be considered and solved such as control applied to the generator, the power 

conditioning system for the increased production and reduced voltage harmonics. In 

addition, power fluctuations introduced should comply with new grid codes for 

renewable energy sources. Control of variable speed wind energy conversion system 

has been widely discussed in the bibliography. Several control schemes suitable for 

grid connected voltage source inverters and for isolated power systems for wind 

power conversion system are proposed (Juan Mauel et al.2006, Monica Chinchilla et 

al. 2006). 

   This chapter deals with the design of controllers for the generator side converter and 

the grid side converters for a grid connected wave energy conversion system. Since 

the output power of the wave energy converter fluctuates, the frequency and the 

magnitude of the ac voltage generated vary. Full scale back to back converters are 

employed to interface the energy conversion system to the grid. The back to back 

converters consist of two controlled voltage source converters (VSC) and a capacitor. 

One of the VSC named generator side converter, is connected to the stator of PMSG. 

This converts ac power to dc power and stores it in the capacitor. The other VSC 

called the grid side converter is connected to the grid. This outputs power and voltage 

with a constant magnitude and frequency to the power grid using PWM technique. 

The capacitance called dc link capacitance between the two converters absorbs the 

instantaneous active power difference between the two converters. The power 

converter control is achieved in two stages namely with a controller for the generator 

side converter and a controller for the grid side converter. Since the ac system of the 

generator and the grid are decoupled by the dc link they can operate at different ac 

frequencies. Hence independent direct and quadrature axis reference frames for the 

control of generator side and the grid side converters can be used. Control of the 

system is realized by coordinated control of generator side converter and the grid side 

converter (Fotios et al. 2006, Feng et al. 2008). 



Generator side converter control 
   Generator side converter consists of active elements such as IGBTs. This provides 

best utilization and control of the PMSG. Several control strategies have been 

discussed in the literature namely maximum torque control, unity power factor control 

and constant stator voltage control (Fotios et al. 2006, Feng et al. 2008). 

In the maximum torque control strategy d axis current is kept zero while the current 

vector is aligned with the q axis in order to maintain the torque angle equal to 90˚. If 

stator current is controlled to have q component only the generator provides 

maximum possible torque. With this strategy reactive power demand of the generator 

is not zero which increases the converter rating. In unity power factor control strategy 

d axis current component of the stator is used to compensate the reactive power 

demand of the generator. The main advantage of this control strategy is that the 

generator operates at unity power factor which minimizes the converter rating. 

However there is risk of over voltages due to over speeds since the stator voltage is 

not directly controlled and stator voltage varies depending upon the speed. The risk of 

over voltage at over speeds can be avoided with constant stator voltage control.  

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..38 Phasor diagram for constant stator 

voltage control 

 

    In this control strategy, stator voltage is controlled instead of reactive power, 

thereby limiting stator voltage to the rated value. Control is done in stator voltage 

oriented reference frame where d axis is aligned to the stator voltage vector. The 

phasor diagram of this control strategy is shown in the figure 4.1. The Active power 



depends on direct axis stator current and the reactive power depends on the quadrature 

axis stator current. Active and reactive powers are given by equation 4.1. 
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where Vds and Vqs are the direct and quadrature axis components of stator voltages and 

ids and iqs are the direct and quadrature axis currents of the stator current. Direct axis 

stator current component ids is determined by active power production of generator 

and quadrature axis stator current component iqs can be used to control stator voltage 

to its rated value. With this control both generator and converter always operate at 

rated values for which they are designed. But the converter rating increases with the 

reactive power demand of the generator. As constant stator voltage control is assessed 

to be most beneficial, this control strategy is implemented in the simulation model. So 

as to ensure that the active power generated is fed to the grid via the dc link, dc link 

voltage must be kept constant. Assuming a loss less converter active power of the 

generator and dc link power can be equated as in the equation 4.2  

dsdsddcdcs iv
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3
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where Vdc is the dc link voltage and Id is the output current of the generator side 

converter. Above expression indicates that dc link voltage as well as active power can 

be controlled using ids. Stator voltage control is achieved by controlling the current iqs. 

Block diagram of the control scheme is shown in figure 4.2. Vac is the measured stator 

voltage and iqs and ids are quadrature and direct axis stator currents derived from the 

measured three phase stator currents. 

 



 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..39  Block diagram of the control scheme 

for generator side converter. 

 

Control scheme has fast responding inner current loop controlling d axis and q axis 

stator currents and outer slower loop for controlling dc link voltage and stator voltage.  

Based on the stator voltage error, q axis reference current iqref is determined through a 

PI controller as in equation 4.3, where 

dtekeki vivvpvqref ∫+=       (Error! No text of 
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kpv and kiv are proportional and integral gains of the PI controller, and ev is the error 

between reference stator voltage and measured stator voltage. Similarly d axis current 

reference idref is determined through a PI controller based on the dc link voltage error 

as given in equation 4.4, where 

dtekeki rirrprdref ∫+=
                   (Error! No text of 
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kpr and kir are proportional and integral gains of the PI controller and er is the error 

between reference dc link voltage and measured dc link voltage. 

   Based on the current errors d and q axis reference voltages Pmd and Pmq are 

determined by a PI controller. Decoupling terms for d and q axis obtained from stator 

voltage equations are used as shown in equations 4.5 and 4.6 in order to have simple 

and independent control of direct and quadrature axis currents.  
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kpd, kpq are the proportional gains of the PI controllers and kid, kiq are the integral 

gains. ed is the d axis current error and eq is the q axis current error. Decoupling terms 

for d axis namely (- ωr Lqiqs) and q axis ωr(Ldids +λm) are used. Control signals Pmd and 

Pmq are then transformed into a, b, c components and given to PWM converter to 

generate pulses for the machine side converter. 

   Design structure of q axis current controller is shown in figure 4.3. The controller 

block is chosen to be PI controller as it offers zero error in steady state. Transfer 

function of a PI controller is the ratio between the output signal and the error signal as 

shown in equation 4.7, where 
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kpq represent the proportional gain, kii is the integrator gain and Tii is called the 

integrator time and represents the ratio between kpq and kii. 

Transfer function of inverter modeled as a gain with a time lag is given by equation 

4.8. 
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Plant transfer function is determined from the dq voltage equations considering 

current as input and voltage as output as given by equation 4.9, where 
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Tq is the time constant of the machine and K is the inverse of stator resistance. 

 



 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..40  Structure of q axis current controller 

 

The open loop transfer function of the current controller is  
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The slowest pole is one of the PMSG transfer function and is meant to cancel the zero 

of the controller making the system more stable. This implies  
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With this assumption open loop transfer function simplifies to 
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The value of kpq is determined by comparison of the open loop transfer function with 

second order system with a damping factor of 0.707. 

Closed loop transfer function is given by equation 4.13. 
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 Grid side converter control 
   The main objective of the control scheme is to modulate the inverter to regulate the 

magnitude and phase angle of the grid supply current so that the real and the reactive 

power entering the network can be controlled. The criteria for judging the 

performance of the control schemes for the grid side converter are, their steady state 



and dynamic response characteristics, harmonic distortion of the output currents and 

the quality of power injected to the grid. Both switching frequency effects and the 

preexisting grid voltage distortion can contribute to poor power quality. Although 

current and voltage control schemes are possible, current control principle is used for 

its excellent dynamic characteristics.    

   The use of LCL filter between the inverter and the grid enhances the performance of 

the inverter but increases the complexity of the control scheme. LCL filter is a low 

pass filter, having improved harmonic performance at low switching frequency, which 

is a significant advantage at high power applications. However, the systems 

incorporating LCL filters are sensitive to grid voltage harmonics due to resonance. In 

the present research work the scheme used for regulating the grid current makes use 

of a synchronous frame PI controller. The reference grid currents in direct and 

quadrature axis are generated in a reference current calculating block, and 

synchronized to the grid voltage, with active and reactive power references as inputs 

(Erika Twinning et al. 2003, Miloan Prodanovic et al. 2003 and Monica Chinchilla et 

al. 2006). Figure 4.4 shows the three phase voltage source inverter system connected 

to the grid through LCL filter. 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..41  Three phase VSI connected to the 

grid through LCL filter. 

 



   The voltage source inverter can be considered to be driven from a constant dc bus 

and connected to the grid through LCL filter. DC link voltage is maintained constant 

within reasonably good margin using the generator side converter. For the VSI system 

shown in figure 4.4 the relationship between the inverter output voltage Vi and the 

voltage at the filter capacitor terminal Vc can be expressed as in equation 4.14. 
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Relationship between i1 the current through L1, ic the current through Cf, ig the current 

through L2 are given by equation 4.15. 
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ica, icb and icc are the currents through similar capacitors of a, b and c phases 

respectively. Voltages at the capacitor terminals for the three phases are given by 

equation 4.16. 
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The relationship between the grid voltage Vg and voltage at the filter capacitor 

terminal Vc can be expressed as in equation 4.17. 
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LCL filter and the grid are modeled based on the equations 4.14 - 4.17. Figure 4.5 

represents the single phase equivalent representation of the inverter system with 

controller, filter and the grid connection where ig* is the reference grid current signal, 

Vi is the voltage at the output terminals of the inverter, Vc is the voltage at the filter 

capacitor terminal, i1 is the current through filter inductor L1, ic is the current through 

the filter capacitor, ig is the grid current flowing through the filter inductor L2 and Vg 

is the grid voltage. 

 

 

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..42 Single phase equivalent 

representation of the inverter system 

 

   The measured three phase ac currents are transformed into dc components in a 

synchronously rotating frame with the intention that, the steady state error that is 

normally associated with the application of PI control to ac quantities can be 

eliminated. Also this has the advantage of controlling the real and reactive power 

independently. The reference grid currents in the direct and quadrature axis are 

obtained from the active and reactive power reference set points. The generation of 



reference currents needs to be synchronized to the grid voltage. The active and 

reactive power reference in terms of direct and quadrature axis currents is given by 

equations 4.18 - 4.19. 
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The direct and quadrature axis reference currents can be derived from equation 4.18 

and 4.19 as given by equation 4.20 and 4.21. 
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Vgd and Vgq are the direct and quadrature axis components of the grid voltage and igd 

and igq are the direct and quadrature axis components of the grid current. These 

calculations are performed in reference current calculating block. 

 

 



Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..43 Block diagram of the control strategy 

for grid side converter. 

 

   Figure 4.6 shows the control strategy used for the generation of reference currents 

and PI control scheme for the control of active and reactive power flow into the grid. 

The controller is equipped with current controllers. Active power control is possible 

through the d axis component of grid current and the reactive power control through 

the q axis component of grid current. The d and q axis reference currents are 

calculated as per the equations 4.20 and 4.21 respectively in the calculating blocks. 

The three phase grid currents ia, ib and ic are sensed and transformed to dq0 reference 

frame, rotating at electrical frequency of grid voltage. Synchronization of the 

reference frame to the grid voltage is achieved by PLL method. The control voltages 

for the three phases VSI are generated based on the errors in d axis and q axis currents 

through PI controllers. The PI controllers produce the control voltages for the inverter 

in d and q axis based on the equations 4.22. 
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ih and ij are the errors in d axis and q axis grid currents, Kph, Kpj are the proportional 

and Kih, Kij are the integral gains of the PI controllers. The voltages Vmd, Vmq are then 

transformed into a b c coordinates to get control voltages Vacon, Vbcon and Vccon for the 

PWM inverter. Reference value for the active power can be obtained through a 

maximum power tracking characteristic, however the model developed has the option 

of setting it at any suitable value. Reference value for the reactive power in this model 

is obtained through a voltage controller which will enable the unity power factor 

operation or can be set at any desired value.  

Evaluation of controller performance under dynamic conditions 
   In order to evaluate the performance of the control scheme the model is examined 

under various operating conditions. Conditions include steady state, dynamic and 

transient state such as changes in input power, changes in the active and reactive 

power references, grid voltage disturbances and grid faults. In each case the grid 



current distortion is evaluated and system performance is analyzed. DC link voltage is 

maintained constant at 800 V, minimum value of dc reference voltage is determined 

by the inverter output voltage as in equation 4.23. 
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2
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Viline is the line to line voltage at the inverter output. The inverter is connected to a 440 

V LV grid through a LCL filters; hence the output of the inverter is taken10% more 

than the grid voltage for the calculation of the reference for the dc link voltage.  

Table 4.1 presents some of the cases considered to evaluate the performance of the 

controller for changes in the input power without any grid disturbance and fixed 

power references.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1   Cases considered for evaluating the performance of controller for changes in the 

input 

Case no Action Reason for considering the case 

Case1 

Axial velocity input to the turbine is held 

constant. Active and reactive power 

references are also held constant.  

To assess the steady state response 

under steady input condition. 

Case2 

Axial velocity input to the turbine is 

changed in steps. Active and reactive 

power references are held constant. 

To assess the dynamic response of 

the system for step change in the 

input condition. 

Case3 

Axial velocity input to the turbine is 

varying. Axial velocity of air swinging 

from zero to a maximum value and back 

to zero in a period of typically 4 -5 sec in 

a periodically repeated manner as a 

typical sinusoidal wave. Active and 

reactive power references are held 
constant with no grid disturbance. 

To study the response under 

varying input condition. 

Case 4 

Actual wave pattern is applied as input to 

the model. Active and reactive power 

references are held constant, with no grid 

disturbance. 

To study the response under real 

input condition. 



 

   Case1: To assess the steady state response under steady input condition, axial 

velocity input to the turbine is held constant. Active and reactive power references are 

also held constant with no grid disturbances. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the 

response of the active and reactive powers following closely the respective references 

values. Response of the active and reactive powers is quite fast, response time is less 

than 1s. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 display the responses of the d axis and q axis 

components of the grid current respectively.   
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Figure 4.11 shows the response of the dc link voltage which is maintained constant at 

800 V, ripple in the dc link voltage is about 1.25%, with a rise time of 0.021s. Figure 

4.12 shows the grid current for one of the three phases. Figure 4.13 shows the grid 
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current and the grid voltage for one of the three phases with grid current scale 

multiplied by a factor of 20 for clarity. Figure 4.14 shows the THD of the grid current 

which is 2.55 % which implies high quality of current. 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..49     Grid current response. 

 

            

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..50   Grid current and voltage response.          

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..51   THD of the grid current 

 

   Case 2:  To assess the dynamic response of the system for step change in the input 

power, axial velocity input to the turbine is changed in steps with active and reactive 

power references held constant. Axial velocity is varied in steps as shown in figure 

4.15. Figure 4.16 is the power generated for the input shown in figure 4.15. Reference 

for active power is set at 20 kW and the reference for the reactive power is set at zero. 

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 illustrate the response of the active and reactive powers 

following closely the respective references values which implies that average power 
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control has been achieved. Figure 4.19 shows the response of the dc link voltage 

which is maintained constant at 800 V, the ripple voltage decreases with lower value 

of axial velocity. Figure 4.20 shows the THD of grid current. 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document..57    THD of grid current 

 

It is seen from the results that the turbine power and generated power response is in 

accordance with the change in the axial velocity. Active and reactive powers follow 

the respective references; response time is less than 1s. THD of grid current and ripple 

in the dc link voltage are low as the previous case. 

   Case 3: In case of WECS in addition to statistical variation of air speed due to 

statistical variations of wave there is cyclical variation of air velocity due to 

bidirectional nature of air flow. Hence axial velocity of air swings from zero to a 

maximum value and back to zero in a period of typically 4 -5s in a periodically 

repeated manner. To study the response under varying input condition, model is 

applied with varying axial velocity as shown in figure 4.21. Active and reactive power 

references are held constant with no grid disturbance.  
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   Power generated by the permanent magnet synchronous generator for varying input 

conditions is shown in figure 4.22 which indicates that the power generated follows 

the axial velocity variations. DC link voltage response is shown in figure 4.23. Ripple 

of dc link voltage increases to about 4.5% with a response time of 20s. Although the 

power generated by the generator varies in accordance with variations in the axial 

velocity, the controller maintains the power fed to the grid at the reference value as 

shown in figures 4.24 and 4.25, response time of the active power increases to 5s and 

that of the reactive power to 7s, with initial spikes, but exhibits stable and fast 
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response. The grid current of one phase for the above condition is shown in figure 

4.26. THD of the current is within the standards about 3.5%.  
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   Case 4: To study the response under real input condition, actual wave pattern is 

applied as input to the OWC turbine model. Active and reactive power references are 

held constant, with no grid disturbance. Input to the turbine namely axial velocity is 

obtained from the OWC model. The OWC model is applied with the actual wave 

pattern as shown in figure 4.27. This pattern has a significant wave height of 1.005m 

and period of 16.733s. The variation of axial velocity from the OWC model is as 

shown in figure 4.28. Reference for active power is set at 20 kW and the reference for 

the reactive power is set at zero. Response of the active and reactive powers is shown 

in figure 4.29 which is stable without much disturbance and the response time is low.  

DC link voltage response is shown in figure 4.30. Ripple of dc link voltage is 
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increased further to 20% compared to case when the input wave pattern considered is 

sinusoidal as in case 3. Grid current harmonics increase to 4.3%. This is reflected in 

the power responses. 
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   To study the dynamic response of the controller for changes in the power reference 

values, when the input to the turbine is held constant and with no grid disturbance, 

active power and reactive power references is changed in steps. Table 4.2 presents 

some of the cases considered to evaluate the performance of the controller for step 

changes in the power references. 
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Table 4.2  Cases considered for evaluating the performance of the controller for changes in the 

power references 

Case 

no 

Action Reason for considering the case 

Case 5 

Axial velocity input to the turbine 

is held constant. With no grid 

disturbance, active power 

reference is changed in steps and 

the reactive power reference held 

constant. 

To study the response of the controller for 

changes in the reference value for given 

constant input to the turbine. 

Case 6 

Axial velocity input to the turbine 

is held constant. With no grid 
disturbance, active power 

reference is held constant and the 

reactive power reference changed 

in steps. 

To study the response of the controller for 

changes in the reference value for given 
constant input to the turbine. 

 

   Case 5: Input to the Wells turbine namely axial velocity is held constant. No grid 

disturbance is applied. Reference for active power is varied in steps and the reference 

for the reactive power is set at zero. Reference for the active power is set at 10 kW 

from zero to 1.5s, 20kW from 1.5 to 2.5s, 10 kW from 2.5 to 3.5s and 20Kw from 

3.5s onwards. Figures 4.31 and 4.32 illustrate the instantaneous response of the active 

and reactive powers following closely the respective references values.  
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Figures 4.33 and 4.34 show the response of the corresponding d axis and q axis 

components of the grid current.  Figure 4.35 shows the response of the dc link voltage 

which is maintained constant at 800 V, ripple is quite low, rise time is 1s.  Figure 4.36 

shows the three phase grid current. The power control results have shown stable and 
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fast response of both active and reactive power demands. The power control transient 

response time is of the order of 0.1s. Calculated THD values show high quality grid 

current with THD of 2.1%. 
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   Case 6: The input to the turbine is maintained fixed and active power reference is 

set at 20 kW. The reference for reactive power is set initially at 0kVAr and changed to 

10 kVAr lagging at 1s once the steady state is reached. Figure 4.37 illustrates the 

response of the reactive power following closely the respective reference value with 

dynamic response time of about 0.1s. The corresponding grid current and grid voltage 

is shown in figure 4.38 where the current scale is multiplied by a factor of 20 for the 

sake of clarity.  
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From the results presented it is found that the controller responds quickly for changes 

in the power reference values and delivers high quality current to the grid. 

   To assess the transient response of the controller under steady input condition, with 

active and reactive power references held constant, different grid faults and grid 

voltage and frequency disturbances are simulated. Table 4.3 presents some of the 

cases considered to evaluate the controller performance for grid disturbances and grid 

faults. 

Table 4.3  Cases considered for evaluating the performance of the controller for grid 

disturbances 

Case no Action Reason for considering the case 

Case7 

Axial velocity input to the turbine is held 

constant. Active and reactive power 

references are also held constant, single 

line to ground fault of the grid is imposed. 

To study the response of the 

controller for disturbances in the 

grid voltage for given constant 

input to the turbine. 

Case8 

Axial velocity input to the turbine is held 

constant. Active and reactive power 

references are also held constant. Grid 

voltage sag 20% is imposed. 

To study the response of the 

controller for disturbances in the 

grid voltage for given constant 

input to the turbine. 

Case9 

Axial velocity input to the turbine is held 

constant. Active and reactive power 

references are also held constant. Grid 
voltage frequency change of 4% is 

imposed, magnitude being constant. 

To study the response of the 

controller for disturbances in the 

grid frequency for given constant 
input to the turbine. 

   

 Case 7: To analyze the response of the controller for single line to ground fault at the 

grid axial velocity input to the turbine is held constant, active and reactive power 

references are also held constant and single line to ground fault of the grid is 

simulated. Single line to ground fault is imposed at time 1.5s and the fault is cleared at 
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time 2 seconds. Figure 4.39 shows the response of the dc link voltage for a single line 

to ground fault, the link voltage oscillates during the fault by about 32%. Figures 4.40 

and 4.41 illustrate the response of the active and reactive powers following closely the 

respective references values once the fault is cleared. During the fault, distortion in 

the grid current is high and these distortions are reflected in the active and reactive 

power responses. Figure 4.42 shows the response of the three phase grid current. 

Figure 4.43 shows the grid current of the faulted phase along with the voltage just 

before the fault and during the fault with current scale multiplied by a factor of 20 for 

clarity. Figure 4.44 shows the distorted three phase grid current during single line to 

ground fault. 
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From the results it is found that the grid current distortion increases during fault. Dc 

link voltage distortion increases by 32% during the fault, however response of the 

controller is fast and stable with active and reactive powers following the reference 

within 1 seconds of the fault being cleared. 

   Case 8: To study the response of the controller for disturbances in the grid voltage 

both symmetrical and unsymmetrical grid voltage sag of 20% is considered. Input to 

the Wells turbine namely axial velocity is held constant. Reference for active power is 

set at 20 kW and the reference for the reactive power is set at zero. Symmetrical 

voltage sag of 20% is imposed at time 2.2s and is cleared at time 3.2s. Figures 4.45 

and 4.46 illustrate the response of the active and reactive powers following closely the 

respective reference values, which indicates that the studied system can stably be 

operated under grid voltage disturbance of 20%. Figure 4.47 shows the response of 

the dc link voltage for the above condition. Figure 4.48 shows the response of the 

three phase grid current. THD of the grid current with 20% symmetrical voltage sag is 

found 4.85% initially when the sag is applied and reduces to 2.10% within 0.6s. This 

is due to increase in all the harmonic components with significant increase in the third 

harmonic component from 0.03% to 2.16%. Figure 4.49 indicates that THD of grid 

current is 2.10%. 

Grid current distortion increases when the grid voltage contains harmonics. This is 

shown figure 4.50 in where the grid voltage contains 5% third harmonic component.  
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From the results presented it is found that the THD of the grid current with 

symmetrical and unsymmetrical voltage sag is found to be within 5%.  In both cases 

power response is quick and stable. 

   Case 9: To study the response of the controller for disturbances in the grid 

frequency grid voltage frequency change of 4% is imposed with constant magnitude. 

Input to turbine namely axial velocity is held constant. Reference for active power is 

set at 20 kW and the reference for the reactive power is set at zero. A dip in the 

frequency by 4% is imposed at time 2.2s and is cleared at time 3.2s. Figures 4.51 and 

4.52 illustrate the response of the active and reactive powers following closely the 

respective references values once the frequency disturbance is cleared. Figure 4.53 

shows the response of the dc link voltage for the above condition. Figure 4.54 shows 

the response of the three phase grid current. THD of the grid current rises to 15.25% 

at the instant of the disturbance, but reduces to 2.73% as shown in figure 4.55 within 

0.5s. 
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 THD of grid current 

   DC link voltage oscillates by about 25% at the instant of frequency change by 4%, 

oscillations damps out in 0.2s. This is also reflected in the active and reactive power 

responses and grid current response. From the results it can be concluded that the 

controller is able to bring the system to the normal condition for changes in the 

frequency within a short time of 0.2s which indicates that the studied system can 

stably be operated under grid voltage frequency disturbance without much effect on 

the power response characteristics and the power quality. 

   Results and discussion 
From the results under different operating conditions it is observed that the control 

scheme provides a good response in terms of power quality and power control. Under 

unsymmetrical unbalance of the grid voltage and under fault conditions the distortion 

in the grid current increases significantly. However power control results indicate 

stable characteristics, capable of bringing back the system to the normal quickly once 

the fault is cleared and a fast response. Hence it can be concluded that studied model 

with the proposed controller provides overall average power control under steady 

state and transient conditions. Next chapter deals with the development of wave 

turbine emulator in the laboratory and studies on the PMSG coupled to the emulator 

developed. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 

DEVELOPMENT OF WAVE TURBINE 

EMULATOR 

INTRODUCTION 

   Wave Turbine Emulator (WTE) is an important equipment for developing the 

WECS. The Emulator reflects the actual behavior of the wave turbine without reliance 

on natural wave resources and actual wave turbine. It offers a controllable test 

environment that allows the evaluation and improvement of control schemes for 

electric generators which is hard to achieve with an actual wave turbine. The WTE 

can accurately reproduce the characteristics of real wave turbine. The Emulator can be 

used for research applications to drive an electrical generator in a similar way as a 

practical wave turbine. General structure of a WTE consists of a personal computer 

(PC) where the characteristics of the turbine are implemented, dc or ac drive to 



emulate the turbine rotor, feedback mechanism from the drive and power electronic 

equipment to control the drive. The feedback signal is generally acquired by the PC 

through an A/D converter and the signal for driving the power electronic device 

comes from the PC through a D/A converter.  This chapter presents the development 

of WTE. 

Review of turbine emulators 
   Emulator is fundamentally a demonstration of a practical turbine in the laboratory 

environment. A number of wind turbine Emulators have been presented in the 

literature. Emulator can be used for development and research applications to drive 

electric generators by reproducing the torque or speed developed by the real turbine 

for different input conditions. It allows the testing without construction of costly 

turbine and help in determining the strength and weakness of energy conversion 

scheme and the related control technologies. Emulator can be used to drive different 

kinds of electric generators like Induction generator, DFIG and the PMSG and their 

performance can be evaluated easily (Bunlung et al. 2007, Hossein et al. 2004). 

Emulator should basically mimic the actual turbine characteristics showing the same 

mechanical behavior of the actual turbine rotor along with generator it is driving 

under dynamic conditions. There have been studies on wind turbine emulators based 

on dc motor, induction motor, permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) and 

permanent magnet dc motor. 

   Wind turbine emulator based on a DSP system and a separately excited dc motor 

that can be used in research activities of wind turbine control in a controllable 

experimental platform without reliance on natural wind resources and actual wind 

turbines is proposed by several authors in the literature (Arifujjaman et al. 2006, 

Arifujjaman et al. 2008, Mohammad et al. 2008, Battaiotto et al. 1996, Luiz et al. 

2005, Wozniak et al. 1991). A laboratory set up to be used as wind turbine emulator 

consisting of a real time control program and a commercial dc drive is presented by 

(Chinchilla et al. 2004). Modeling and design for a wind turbine generation control 

system using doubly fed induction machine and DSP based experimental setup is 

proposed by (Rebelo et al. 2004). However there have been no reports of development 

of wave turbine emulators. A solid state wave energy emulator for two rectifier 



topologies  have been proposed for extracting power from direct drive wave energy 

converters by Nei and others (Nei Z et al. 2008). 

Realization of wave turbine emulator 
   A Wave turbine Emulator (WTE) developed in the present work is a configuration 

that simulates the practical behavior of the wave turbine in laboratory environment. 

The actual system to be emulated consists of OWC with Wells turbine is as shown in 

the figure 5.1. In order to develop WTE, model of the system is first implemented in 

MATLAB and its characteristics are studied. Input to the model is the actual wave 

pattern, which is the variation of wave height with time and its outputs are the turbine 

torque and the speed. The model is applied with several wave patterns of different 

wave height and period. From the speed characteristics it is observed that the 

maximum speed is in the range 800 to 1200 rpm for wave patterns with significant 

wave height in the range 0.8 to 2.5 m and period in the range 10-30 seconds.  
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Acceleration during start up is as high as 3500 rpm/s and rise time is of the order of 1 

to 2 s. Maximum acceleration and deceleration at steady state is 110rpm/s and 

25rpm/s. For a particular wave pattern for 500s shown in figure 5.2 corresponding to 

group of wave data 4, with significant wave height 1.0050 m and period of 16.7333s 

the variation of speed from the model is shown below in figure 5.3. 
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   The emulator developed should be able to track the speed characteristics. In general 

speed to be traced is not a fixed reference value but varies in accordance with the 

variation of the wave pattern and therefore the control strategy needed is different 
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from the common control of regulating speed in closed loop, rather a velocity 

controller is required.  

   In order to realize the wave turbine rotor different types of machines can be used. 

Both induction machines and dc motors have been used to develop wind turbine 

emulators. However PMSM would be ideal in terms of power quality, inertia, impulse 

torque and speed response. PMSM have an impulse torque two orders of magnitude 

larger than that of a dc servomotor and have greater power density than dc machines 

and induction machines. Therefore for the emulator developed, a PMSM is used to 

reproduce the dynamics of the speed of the turbine.  

   General form of the emulator consists of a PMSM with VSC controller as a drive. 

Control commands to VSC controller is supplied through serial communication port 

of PC and control inputs are fed through analog output card functioning as daughter 

board in PCI slot of PC. These control inputs are obtained from the model of the 

system to be emulated and the characteristics of the wave turbine simulated.  

   The speed control of PMSM is to be performed equivalent to that of the dc motor by 

a decoupling control, which is also known as field oriented control or vector control. 

The purpose of speed controller is to take a signal representing the demanded speed, 

and to drive the motor at that speed. The design of speed controller is essential in 

emulating desired transient and steady state characteristics of turbine under 

consideration. The speed controller calculates the difference between the reference 

speed and the actual speed producing an error, which is fed to the PI controller. This 

generates the torque command which is processed either in the constant torque 

controller or in the flux weakening controller depending on the mode of operation. 

For operation up to rated speed, the controller will operate in constant torque region 

and for the speeds above rated speed the controller will operate in flux-weakening 

region. The outputs of these controllers are stator current command and torque angle 

command. These, together with electrical rotor position provide phase current 

commands. These commands along with current feedback control are used in 

realizing PWM current control scheme of VSC. PMSM position and speed are to be 

sensed through an encoder and the required signals from the voltage and current 

sensors are to be processed using A/D board. The connection of computer and 

controller hardware can be established using RS232 serial interface.  



Selection of drive system 

   To achieve the above job the Rexroth IndraDrive with drive controller CHS 0.1.1C 

and Rexroth Indradyn synchronous motor can be used (Rexroth IndraDrive C drive 

controllers manual). IndraDrive firmware supports drive control both in open-loop 

and closed-loop operation. In the closed loop control, the drive controller has a 

cascade structure, i.e. the individual loops (position, velocity and torque or current) 

are connected into one another as shown in the figure 5.4. Depending on the operating 

mode there are different control loop structures with different points of input and 

paths of the command values. Based on the selection of active operating mode it is 

possible to close the torque control loop, the torque and velocity control loop or 

additionally the position control loop in the drive. The velocity and position control 

loops are closed by means of the encoder feedback. Motor control is achieved by 

field-oriented closed-loop current control. The velocity control mode is used as it is 

suitable for the above application. In the velocity control mode an external velocity 

command value can be preset via analog inputs or master communication interface. 
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   Velocity control is achieved through a digital PI loop with extensive filter measures 

and has the option of smoothing of velocity control loop difference through filter that 

can be parameterized. Velocity control loop monitoring is accessible to prevent the 

drive from running away. Velocity loop internally generates the torque/force 

command value to which additive torque/force command value can be added as an 

additive component. It also has the option of selecting predefined and internally 

stored velocity command value steps through digital inputs, window comparator for 

masking critical velocity ranges in the command value channel, ramp generator with 

separately adjustable two-stage acceleration and deceleration limits of the preset 

velocity command value. There is a feature to limit the acceleration and deceleration 

of the velocity command value in steps by means of two ramps whose parameter 

values can be entered by the user suitably. This allows parameterising of different 



ramps for the acceleration and braking process. There is also a parameter called 

velocity command filter used to round acceleration jumps in the velocity command 

value characteristics in order to have a smooth initialization or deceleration of the 

drive in velocity control mode. The limited command value available at the output of 

command value processing can be adjusted, by means of linear fine interpolation, for 

further processing in the velocity loop. With  field oriented closed-loop current 

control, the internal control task provides closed loop control of the motor current 

according to the principle of field orientation, i.e. separate closed-loop control of the 

torque-generating current and the flux-generating current. It also offers compensation 

for the cross coupling of the d and q axes to increase dynamics and voltage loop for 

operation in the field weakening range. The switching frequency of the output stage 

can be set in the range 4 to 16 kHz. The minimum possible controller cycle time of 

the velocity loop depends on the available control section and on switching frequency 

of the power output stage. Higher the switching frequency selected, shorter is the 

cycle time. Cycle time for velocity loop can be adjusted in the range 250- 125µs and 

for the current loop 62.5-125µs. 

   With such authoritative, adoptable controllers of the IndraDrive it is possible to 

control both synchronous motors and asynchronous motors. Further, the IndraDrive 

controllers can be adjusted to the motor to be controlled by providing or inputting the 

motor-specific data. In the case of Rexroth motors this can be done without any 

problem because the manufacturer provides a specific data set for adjusting each 

motor type. The data are documented by the manufacturer as parameter values, stored 

and made available in motor-specific parameters. With the firmware available for the 

controller, synchronous motors can be operated in the entire speed range, including 

field weakening. This includes base speed range for constant torque, field weakening 

range for constant power and field weakening range for power limit range. Indradyn 

motors are characterized by dynamics, compact construction, a high torque density 

and an extremely high degree of precision due to new optical encoder systems. 

Optical encoder has an accuracy of ± 80 angular seconds. The motor used has a speed 

range of 4500rpm, with rotor moment of inertia of 0.002910 kg m
2
. 

   For synchronous motors, the field-oriented closed-loop current control of the 

controller has additional features of limitation of the Iq command value at the voltage 



limit for protection against too little control margin, utilization of the reluctance effect 

to increase the available torque in the basic speed range and support of synchronous 

motors with reluctance torque, i.e. motors with significantly different inductances in 

the d and q axes. In view of all the above, Rexroth Indradyn three phase synchronous 

motor driven by Rexroth IndraDrive controller is used for the implementation of the 

turbine emulator. Further details of Rexroth IndraDrive controller and the Rexroth 

Indradyn motor is given in Appendix II. 

Selection of data acquisition card 

   From the OWC-turbine model built in MATLAB, speed data has to be acquired. 

Keithley data acquisition card KPCI 3102 is used for this purpose as it is compatible 

with MATLAB data acquisition toolbox. MATLAB, toolboxes are comprehensive 

collections of MATLAB functions (M-files) that extend the MATLAB environment 

to solve particular classes of problems. The data acquisition toolbox is a collection of 

M-file functions and MEX-files, the dynamic link libraries (DLLs) built on 

MATLAB® environment. The toolbox provides with a framework for bringing live, 

measured data into MATLAB using PC-compatible, plug-in data acquisition hardware 

as shown in figure 5.5. Keithley adaptor is the critical interface that enables the data 

acquisition toolbox to communicate with DriverLINX device drivers for Keithley data 

acquisition boards. Data acquisition toolbox supports most Keithley data acquisition 

boards with 32-bit Driver LINX drivers. DriverLINX has to be properly loaded first in 

order to use the hardware. The Keithley KPCI-3102 data acquisition card is used in 

this work to send or receive data to or from the emulator hardware. KPCI-3102 is 

provided with external peripheral STA-300 screw terminal panel. On this panel three 

8 bit digital output ports and 16 channel analog input ports are provided. The digital 

I/O port of KPCI-3102 has sampling rate of 3 mega samples per second; whereas the 

analog port has maximum sampling frequency of 225 kHz. Internal architecture of the 

Keithley data acquisition card is shown in figure 5.6 and additional details are 

included in Appendix III.   
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Digital to analog converter 

   The digital signal from the digital I/O port of Keithley data acquisition card is 

converted into analog signal using DAC 813 digital to analog converter. The DAC 

813 is a complete monolithic 12-bit digital to- analog converter with a flexible digital 

interface. It includes a precision +10V reference, interface control logic, double-

buffered latch and a 12-bit D/A converter with voltage output operational amplifier. 

Fast current switches and laser-trimmed thin-film resistors provide a highly accurate, 

fast D/A converter. Figure 5.7 shows circuit diagram of DAC card. Further details of 

the DAC 813 IC and circuit design are included in the Appendix IV. 
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The block diagram of the developed wave turbine emulator is shown in figure 5.8.  
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Laboratory implementation of wave turbine emulator: 

   The overall schematic of the wave turbine emulator showing both software and 

hardware component is shown in figure 5.9. Software part comprises of model of 

OWC, Wells Turbine model and PMSG model. Modeling of OWC and the Wells 

turbine are presented in chapter 2. Modeling of the PMSG is explained in detail in 

chapter 3. For the hardware implementation three phase PMSM driven by Rexroth  

IndraDrive Controller, is used along with data acquisition card and digital to analog 

converter.  
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A Photograph of Wave Turbine Emulator implemented in the laboratory as shown in 

5.10. 
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   Waves are characterized based on spectral analysis to differentiate different wave 

pattern data and then to be able to explain the behavior of the emulator developed 

based on wave pattern. The Oscillating water column is modeled based on Energy 

balance concept. The measured data of wave height obtained from the Indian wave 

energy plant located at Vishinjam in Kerala coast is given as input to the OWC model. 

The output of OWC model is the axial velocity for a particular wave pattern which is 

given as input to the wave turbine model. The speed data from the turbine model is 

transferred to digital I/O port of data acquisition card which is used as an interface 

between Matlab and the controller. The data acquisition card is installed in PCI slot of 

the computer. The acquired data is given to STA-300 screw terminal panel which 

gives an 8-bit digital data. The digital and analog ports of the data acquisition card are 

first calibrated. The procedure of calibrating the data acquisition card is given in 

Appendix III. These digital and analog ports are then programmed through Matlab 

code to receive or send the data. The digital data is then converted to analog voltage 

signal using 12 bit DAC Circuit. This analog voltage signal ranging 0-10V is given as 



input to the control section of the controller which drives the 3-phase PMSM. Since 

the maximum input voltage to the analog channel is limited to 10V, scaling factor is 

used with the aid of Indraworks engineering software.  

  From the laboratory setup of wave turbine emulator speed data is extracted by means 

of optical encoder. The speed data is then transferred to the PC through RS232 cable 

and then compared with the speed of the turbine from the WEC model. Comparison is 

done for the different types of wave patterns to assess the behavior of the wave 

turbine emulator. The Speed of synchronous motor is controlled in the same manner 

as the turbine model for different wave pattern inputs and hence the whole assembly 

will replicate the speed characteristics of the actual wave turbine. 

Response of the emulator developed 
   The response of the Emulator is tested for different cases of wave pattern in 

comparison with the model are presented in the figures 5.11-5.13 and the statistics are 

given in the table 5.1. 

Case 1: Input to the WEC model is the wave pattern corresponding to the group of 

wave data 1 which has significant wave height of 1.9189m, time period 36.48s and 

wave power of 316.8kW. Figure 5.11 shows speed response of wave turbine emulator 

and the model.  
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data 1 

Case 2: Input to the WEC model is the wave pattern corresponding to the group of 

wave data 2 which has significant height of 1.9562 m, significant time period 19.025 s 



and wave power of 212.9 kW. Figure 5.12 shows speed response of wave turbine 

emulator and WEC system model. 
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Case 3: Input to the WEC model is the wave data pattern corresponding to the group 

of wave data 5 which has significant height of 1.552 m, period of 18.887s and wave 

power of 143.2 kW. Figure 5.13 shows speed response of wave turbine emulator and 

the WEC system model. 
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   Results presented above for different wave patterns as input indicate that the speed 

dynamics of the WEC system model is exactly followed by wave turbine emulator 

implemented in laboratory. It is found that the  error in the average speed is within 



2%. Errors in the maximum, minimum and the standard deviation are also within the 

tolerable limits as given in table 5.1. 

 

 

Table  5.1 Comparison of the speeds of the model and emulator 

 

Dynamics of the PMSG coupled to the emulator 
   A three phase PMSG of same rating as that of the PMSM is coupled to the emulator 

built which will generate three phase ac voltage. The frequency and the amplitude of 

the voltage generated by the variable speed PMSG changes according to the variations 

in the speed with which it is driven. This voltage is rectified using three phase 

uncontrolled bridge rectifier. The diode 1N5408 is used for this purpose with the 

following specifications namely Maximum peak reverse voltage: 1000 V, Maximum 

RMS voltage: 700 V, Maximum dc blocking voltage: 1000 V, Maximum average 

rectified current: 3 A. Open circuit voltage of the rectifier is sensed using Hall effect 

voltage sensor card. Circuit diagram of Hall Effect voltage sensor card, details of 

circuit design and specifications are included in Appendix V. The magnitude of dc 

voltage is sensed by Hall Effect voltage sensor card and this data taken back to 

Matlab through analog port of Keithley data acquisition card for analysis and 

comparison. Flow of sensor data and control signals between the functional units of 

wave turbine emulator is as shown in the figure 5.14 below. 
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  % 

Error 

Wave 

data 1 1079 1099 -1.86 1200 1222 -1.83 967 985 -1.86 7.11 7.28 -2.4 

Wave 

data 2 1076 1096 -1.87 1192 1214 -1.81 983 1001 -1.83 66 68 -2.7 

Wave 

data 3 
988 987 0 1336 1341 -0.37 856 875 -2.22 166 158 4.8 

Wave 

data 4 
970 988 -1.87 1132 1153 -1.85 862 879 -1.97 18 19 -3.1 

Wave 

data 5 
954 972 -1.85 1124 1145 -1.86 882 898 -0.67 85 86 -1.7 
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Response of the dc voltage 

   From the laboratory setup of wave turbine emulator, dc voltage magnitude data 

from the uncontrolled rectifier circuit is sensed. This dc voltage is compared with the 

dc voltage at the output of the model. The dc voltage magnitude measured using the 

sensor card is scaled down to 200:1 ratio before it is transferred to the analog port of 

the data acquisition card. This is because the data acquisition card has voltage band 



limit on its I/O ports. Comparison is done for the different type of wave pattern to 

assess the behavior of the PMSG coupled to the PMSM which is acting like the wave 

turbine emulator. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the dc voltages of the model and that 

obtained from the hardware setup for wave patterns corresponding to the group of 

wave data 1 and wave data 2. It is found that the error in the average dc voltage is 

within 5%. Errors in the maximum, minimum and he ripple are also within the 

tolerable limits as given in table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2  Comparison of dc voltage from the model and hardware set up. 
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Wave 

Data 

Average dc 

voltage(V) 

Maximum dc 

voltage(V) 

Minimum dc 

voltage(V) 
% Voltage ripple 

Model 
Emula 

-tor 

% 

Error 
Model 

Emula 

-tor 

% 

Error 
Model 

Emula 

-tor 

% 

Error 
Model 

Emula 

-tor 

% 

Error 

Wave 

data 1 
601 582 3.1 659 615 6.6 457 419 8.3 30.6 31.8 -3.1 

Wave 

data 2 
580 568 2.03 676 665 1.6 521 493 5.3 22.9 25.8 -6.2 

wave 

data 3 
568 555 -2.28 696 680 2.3 480 460 4.1 32.5 31 4.6 

Wave 

data 4 
518 510 1.37 753 735 2.3 423 412 2.6 43.8 43.4 -0.2 

Wave 

data 5 
515 506 -1.68 639 615 3.8 450 445 1.1 29.5 27.6 6.5 
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   Results and discussion 
   From the speed response of the emulator presented above for different wave 

patterns as input show that the speed dynamics of the wave turbine emulator 

developed is similar to the speed dynamics of the WEC system model. So it can be 

concluded that the wave turbine emulator has been successfully implemented in 

laboratory.  

From the response of dc voltage it can be concluded that the dc voltage dynamics 

obtained in WEC system model is followed by the dynamics of dc voltage measured 

using the sensor card at the output of the rectifier. Next chapter highlights the 

significant and striking conclusions drawn from the results presented in the above 

chapters 2 to 5. It also indicates the scope of future work that can be carried out based 

on the work executed in this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

   The key points made in this thesis are summarized in chronological order and a 

general discussion of the results with reference to grid connected wave energy 

harnessing system and the development of a wave turbine emulator is presented. This 

is followed by the major contributions of the thesis and scope for future work. 

 

   In Chapter 1 general aspects to be taken into consideration in harnessing wave 

energy are discussed. Concept, history and classification of various types of WEC 

were introduced. Fundamentals of capturing wave energy and general aspects 

regarding the utilization of wave energy are discussed. Basic elements of WEC are 

introduced. The classification of WEC based on the positioning of the converter is 

presented. The technical challenges a wave energy converter has to tackle are 

discussed and a brief review of technological developments in wave energy 

conversion systems is presented. Furthermore, the gist of the work and contents of 

different chapters that follow are summarized. 

 

   In chapter 2, for the given wave pattern wave characterization is done based on the 

spectral analysis in order to distinguish different wave patterns. A model for OWC 

was proposed based on the energy balance theory. OWC model integrated with 

turbine model is applied with on site measured data of the wave pattern and the 

accuracy of the model is tested. The wave pattern data is obtained from the prototype 

of OWC based Indian wave energy plant installed at south western coast of India near 

Trivendrum in Kerala state. The model computes the differential pressure within the 

oscillating column, the axial velocity of air at the orifice and the gross torque. This in 

turn is used to calculate the pneumatic power and turbine power. These results are 

compared with the onsite measured values of the power. It is seen that the values 

obtained from the model are matching with the onsite measured values. From the 

results obtained from OWC model it can be concluded that the absolute axial velocity 



of air in the OWC varies in accordance with the variations in the wave pattern input. 

These variations are reflected in the speed, torque and the power generated. 

 

   Chapter 3 presents the modeling of following:  a) Variable speed permanent magnet 

synchronous generator to simulate dynamic behavior, b) Voltage source inverter and 

the PWM rectifier using switching function concept, c) Dynamic behavior of dc link, 

filter and ac grid.  Performances of the generator under following conditions are 

analyzed: i) Constant axial velocity, ii) Varying axial velocity, iii) Real wave pattern 

input to the OWC model. Results demonstrate the randomness in the various 

quantities like speed of the turbine, torque and power developed at the turbine shaft 

when the axial velocity input to the turbine fluctuates randomly.  This in turn 

influences the output of the generator. Hence the uncertainty in the wave power due to 

arbitrariness in the waves and the difficulties in developing an efficient wave 

harnessing system are illustrated. 

 

   Design of controllers for the generator side converter and the grid side converters 

for a grid connected wave energy conversion system are explained in Chapter 4. 

Implementation of constant stator voltage control scheme for the generator side 

converter, for maintaining the dc link voltage constant is presented. This chapter also 

presents the design of controller for the grid side converter with an objective of 

regulating the magnitude and phase angle of the grid supply current, so that the real 

and the reactive power entering the network can be controlled. 

   The overall scheme is evaluated under steady state, dynamic and transient operating 

conditions. From the results presented, it is observed that the control scheme provides 

a good response in terms of power quality and power control. It is also noted that the 

distortion in the grid current increases significantly under following conditions: 

unbalance in the grid voltage and electrical fault.  However, the performance of power 

control unit indicates its stable behavior and fast response. This makes the system 

stable and brings back system quickly to the normal condition, once the disturbance is 

cleared. Hence with this it is shown that the proposed controller provides overall 

average power control under steady state, dynamic and transient conditions.  

 



   Chapter 5 explains the development of wave turbine emulator and its performance 

when it is coupled with PMSG. The emulator developed consists of a three phase 

PMSM with VSC controller as a drive. Control commands to VSC controller is 

supplied through serial communication port of PC and control inputs are fed through 

analog output card functioning as daughter board in PCI slot of PC. These control 

inputs are obtained from the model and the characteristics of the wave turbine 

simulated using MATLAB
®

. The speed control of PMSM is performed equivalent to 

that of the dc motor by a decoupling control, which is also known as field oriented 

control or vector control. PMSM position and speed are sensed through an encoder. 

To realize the emulator Rexroth IndraDrive controller with Rexroth Indradyn motor is 

used  

    In order to assess the performance of this laboratory setup of wave turbine 

emulator, its speed data is recorded over all ranges of control. This speed data of the 

PMSM is compared with the speed of the turbine obtained from the WEC software 

model. Comparative study is carried out for different types of wave pattern to appraise 

the behavior of the proposed wave turbine emulator. Results presented show that the 

speed dynamics of the WEC system model is exactly followed by wave turbine 

emulator implemented. Errors in the average speed, maximum and minimum speeds 

and standard deviation indicate that the emulator speed characteristics are matching 

with the characteristics of the model. Thus, the turbine speed characteristics are 

successfully reproduced by means of PMSM in the laboratory. 

   As a next phase of work a three phase PMSG is coupled to the emulator. AC voltage 

generated by PMSG is rectified using three phase uncontrolled bridge rectifier. 

Results presented show that the dc voltage dynamics obtained in WEC system model 

agree with the dynamics of dc voltage measured using the Hall effect voltage sensor 

card at the output of the three phase uncontrolled rectifier.   

   In brief the research work presented in this thesis is an effort to recognize the 

potential issues associated with harnessing wave energy using OWC principle. The 

following points highlight the major contributions of the thesis. 

– Development of OWC model based on energy balance concept.  



– Development of dynamic model for the representation of a variable speed 

Wells turbine driven PMSG connected to the grid by means of back to back 

converters. 

– Implementation of control schemes for regulating the dc link voltage for 

varying input conditions and for regulating the grid current entering the 

distribution network and hence the power flow into the grid.  

– Studies on the response of the controller under steady state at balanced grid 

voltage with constant input power, dynamic conditions like step variation in 

input power and step changes in the power references and transients such as 

balanced /unbalanced voltage disturbances, frequency changes and different 

grid fault conditions. 

– Development of prototype of turbine emulator in the laboratory using a three 

phase PMSM. 

– Study on behavior of the three phase PMSG coupled to the emulator 

developed. 

 

Scope for future work 

   The laboratory set up implemented consists of wave turbine emulator coupled to 

PMSG and three phase uncontrolled rectifier converting ac voltage generated into dc 

voltage. Further, a boost converter can be implemented and controlled for stable dc 

voltage and the performance of the WECS can be analyzed for dc load. A three phase 

inverter can as well be realized to convert the dc voltage into a constant ac voltage 

and the behavior of the WECS for ac load can be analyzed. The present work carried 

out can be used as a platform for further research works involved in wave energy 

harvesting systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX I 

 

The parameters used in the model of the wave turbine and PMSG  

A. Turbine parameters 

Number of blades (n)         8 

Blade chord length (l)       0.38 m 

Blade height (b)         0.4 m 

Cross section area of orifice (A2)       2.0106 m
2
 

Mean Radius (r)        0.8 m 

Moment of Inertia (J)        12.75 kgm
2
 

Gear Ratio (gr)        1 

B. PMSG Parameters 

Stator resistance (Rs)                                                                 0.6 ohm 

d-axis inductance (Ld)                                                               0.0014 H 

q-axis inductance (Lq)                                                              0.0028 H 

Rated power                                                                             20 kW 

No of pole pairs (p)                                                                  8  

Permanent magnet flux linkage (Ke)                                          0.52 Wb 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX II 

 

Basic Components of Rexroth IndraDrive system 

   Rexroth IndraDrive controller is a controller designed by Bosch Group for 

controlling the three-phase synchronous motor using the Indraworks engineering 

software. Basic components of IndraDrive system is shown in figure A.1. The drive 

controller consists of two essential parts namely power Section and control Section.  

 

 

Figure A. 1 Basic components of IndraDrive system. 

 

Power Section 

 The Power Section of the IndraDrive controller requires a 24V dc supply and has an 

option to work with 1-phase or 3-phase supply. Figure A.2 shows block diagram 

representation of power section unit, where L1, L2, L3 are the three phase input from 

the supply and A1, A2, A3 are the three phase voltage applied to the PMSM. The 

Basic components of power section are shown in figure A.3. 

 

 



 

Figure A. 2 Block diagram of power section 

 

 

 

Figure A. 3  Basic components of power section. 

   First  24V dc voltage is supplied to the X13 pin “bb” is displayed on display panel 

of drive. Then single phase or three phase power supply is given to the Mains 



connection(X3) which shows “Ab” on display panel indicating that drive is ready to 

Operate. Supply to 3-phase synchronous motor is taken from X5 of the power section 

of IndraDrive controller. X6 is for monitoring the temperature of the motor. For both 

X5 and X6 connections are done through a single cable from controller to motor. 

Control Section 

   The control section is a separate section which is inserted into the power section. 

The interfaces provided on the drive and its function is shown in table A.1 and the 

layout of control section is shown in figure A.4. The details of each component are 

explained in the subsequent sections. 

 

Table A. 1 Control section interface and Function 

Interface Function 

X2 Serial Interface 

X7 Multi Media card 

X31/X32 Digital & Analog Input/Outputs 

X*(X15) Master Communication 

H1 Interface for Control Panel (Display) 

X4 Encoder 

X8 Analog E/A Module 

X10 Digital E/A Module 

X41 Without Safety Technology 

 

 



 

 

Figure A. 4 Basic components of control section. 

 

X2, Serial Interface (RS 232) 

 The Serial interface (RS232) is required for programming, parameterization 

and diagnosis during commissioning and servicing. The interface permits: 

• Maximum of one node. 

• Transmission length of up to 15m. 

• Baud rates of 9600/19200 baud. 

 

X7, Multi Media card 

 X7 is for reading data (firmware, parameter, operating data) from respective 

storing data on a Multi Media Card (MMC). 

 

X31/X32 Digital and Analog Input/Outputs 

 With 24V supplied to the X13 of power section the display on the panel will 

be “bb”. This closes the contact Bb1 and Bb2 of X31 as shown in figure A.5. Then 

“Ud” signal is checked & if it becomes high, 24V is applied at pin3 of X31 (P-0-4028 

bit 15). Drive displays “AH”, holding torque will be available on the motor. By 



applying 24V at pin4 of X31 (P-0-4028 bit 13) the brake gets released and the display 

on the panel is “AF”. 

 

 

 

Figure A. 5 Pin configuration of Analog channel (X31/32). 

 

X15, Master Communication 

 Figure A.6 gives the complete pin configuration of master Communication 

channel. 

 



 

Figure A. 6  Pin configuration of Master Communication channel (X15). 

 

X15 has 16 Digital input and 16 Digital output pins. The outputs are designed as 

groups. Each group is supplied with 24V. After getting Ab condition as explained in 

previous section 24V is applied at pin no. 6 of X15 (P-0-4028 bit 15). Then the Drive 

displays “AH” and holding torque will be available on the motor. By applying 24V at 

pin no 25 of X15 (P-0-4028 bit 13) the drive displays “AF”. 

 

H1, Control Panel 

 The control panel is plugged into the H1 interface on the control section. 

Operating status, command and error diagnoses, and warnings for problems requiring 

attention are shown in the display. Using the four buttons on panel, the 

commissioning operator can opt to display further diagnoses on the drive controller 

and to activate simple commands. 



Indra-Drive Start up Procedure 

1. Encoder cable connection from the motor is connected correctly at X4 

interface of the controller is ensured. 

2. Power cable connections from AC mains to X3 of the power section and from 

X5 of the power section to the 3-phase synchronous motor are ensured. 

3. 24V dc supply from Regulated power supply is applied to X13 connector of 

power section.  X13/4: +24V X13/1: 0V 

4. Drive internally checks for the required hardware connections, Feedback cable 

and temperature monitoring cable (X6). 

5. If the display on the drive is “RL” for the first time, it means that the drive has 

detected a new motor. Now if the ESC button on the display module is 

operated, display on the drive will be “bb”. 

6. 3-phase power supply is switched on. Once 3 phase supply is available at X3 

connector L1, L2, L3 terminals, drive displays “Ab” 

7. Now “Ud” signal is checked at pin 8 of X31 & if it becomes high, 24V is 

applied at pin 3 of X31 (P-0-4028 bit 15).Drive displays “AH” 

8. Holding torque will be available on the motor. 

9. Brake gets released from motor by switching on 24 V to pin4 in X31 interface 

with parameter (P-0-4028 bit 13) high. 

10. Now the drive & motor are ready to accept any analog signal input. 

 

Indradyn 3-phase synchronous motor 

 The synchronous motor is driven as a wave turbine by using IndraDrive 

Controller. The motor has Encoder connector and power connector as shown in figure 

A.7. The power connector is provided to apply 3-phase power supply of 200-500V 

AC to the motor. The Encoder connector converts the speed of synchronous motor to 

voltage signals which is given as feedback to the X4 terminal of IndraDrive 

Controller. The synchronous motor has 6 pole pairs with holding torque of 23 Nm. 

The Input to the power connector is 3-phase 200V – 500V AC, 6A, 50-60Hz. The 

Drive is operated with both 1-phase and 3-phase supply. The supply to the motor is 

given by IndraDrive power section.  

 



 

Figure A. 7  Indradyn 3-phase Synchronous motor 

 

By using Indraworks engineering software the functionality of the Synchronous motor 

can be changed. The synchronous motor can be run in either velocity control mode or 

position control mode. Velocity control mode of operation is used in this work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX III 

 

Installation and Calibration of KPCI-3102 

 The Keithley make KPCI -3102 data acquisition card is used as an interface 

between MATLAB and Rexroth IndraDrive controller. By using this data acquisition 

card the speed output of the wave turbine model is fed as input to the Rexroth 

IndraDrive controller. 

 

Installation of KPCI-3102  

 The Keithley data acquisition card is installed in PCI slot of PC. The 

DriverLINX software is the driver support for Keithley data acquisition card. The 

Keithley data acquisition card is provided with STA-300 Screw terminal Panel. The 

CAB-305 cable is used to connect KPCI-3102 series board to STA-300 screw 

terminal panel. The STA-300 screw terminal panel consists of analog and digital I/O 

ports. Figure A.8 below shows connection between KPCI-3102 card and STA-300 

screw terminal panel using CAB-305 communication cable. 

 

 

 

Figure A. 8 Connection between KPCI card and screw terminal panel  

 

Figure A.9 shows the layout of STA-300 screw terminal panel. It has 16 analog Inputs 

(TB 1-16) and 2 analog output (TB 19-24) terminals provided with 8-bit digital 

Input/output terminals Port-A (TB 49-56) Port-B (TB 57-64) and Port-C (TB 65-71). 

 

 



 

 

Figure A. 9 Layout diagram of STA-300 screw terminal panel 

 

KCPI-3102 Calibration Utility 

The DriverLINX KCPI-3100 calibration utility is an application that helps to calibrate 

data-acquisition boards in Keithley's KCPI-3100 Series. There is a gain adjustment 

potentiometer and an offset potentiometer. The calibration utility finds the best 

settings for the potentiometers by measuring a reference voltage with the board and 

automatically adjusting the settings. The series include models KCPI-3101, KCPI-

3102, KCPI-3103, KCPI-3104, KCPI-3110 and KCPI-3116. To calibrate data 

acquisition board   KCPI-3100 calibration utility is started from the Windows start 

menu under programs DriverLINX Test Panels. The calibration utility consists of 

three stages: 

• Selection Device 

• Calibration ADC 

• Calibration DAC 



First from the Device page device to be calibrated is selected. Then ADC and DAC 

systems are calibrated separately. Select Device page is used to select a KPCI-3102 

series device to be calibrated and to display information about the selected device. 

 

Selection of Device 

Device page is used to select a KPCI-3102 series device to be calibrated and to 

display information about the selected device. 

 

 

Figure A. 10 KPCI-3100 Calibration utility select device page 

 

The Select Device Page as shown in figure A.10 contains a drop-down box labeled 

"Select a device to calibrate:” This box lists all of the devices in the systems that are 

loaded in the KPCI-3100 series. If no devices appear in the list, the device may be in 

use or may not be loaded. Status of the device is checked using the DriverLINX 

configuration panel. The Select Device page also displays the following information 

about the selected board: 

• Device No—the board's DriverLINX  Logical  Device  number 

• Model—the board's model 

• A/D Channels—the number of ADC channels the board supports 

• D/A Channels—the number of DAC channels the board supports 

Calibration of ADC 

For analog inputs, the objective of calibration procedure is to zero the offsets and 

adjust the combined gain of the A/D converter and instrumentation amplifier. The 



steps involved in setting offset and gain adjustments for the analog input and A/D 

Converter (ADC) circuits are given as follow: 

1. In the KPCI-3101–4 series calibration utility dialog box, when A/D calibration 

tab is clicked, the A/D Calibration dialog box appears as shown in figure A.11. 

2. To calibrate the analog inputs, on-screen instructions in the A/D Calibration 

dialog box are followed. 

3. When finished with the analog input calibration, calibrate ADC page is used to 

determine new settings for selected ADC. The determined new settings are 

saved in the board. 

 

 

Figure A. 11  KPCI-3100 ADC calibration utility page 

 

Calibration of DAC 

For analog outputs, the objective of calibration is to independently zero the offset and 

adjust the gain for each of the digital-to-analog converters (DACs) on the KPCI-3102 

series board. The KPCI-3101–4 Series boards each have two independent analog 

outputs, provided by two digital-to-analog converters (DACs or D/A converters). In 

this part of the procedure, offset and gain adjustments for the DACs are made.  

1. In the KPCI-3101–4 Series calibration utility dialog box, when D/A 

Calibration tab is clicked, the D/A Calibration dialog box appears as shown in 

figure A.12. 

2. To calibrate each DAC, on-screen instructions in the D/A Calibration dialog 

box are followed. 



 

 

Figure A. 12 KPCI-3100 DAC calibration utility page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX IV 

 

Digital to analog converter  

Features 

• ±1/2LSB nonlinearity over temperature 

• guaranteed monotonic over temperature 

• low power: 270mw type  

• digital interface double buffered: 12 and 8 + 4 bits 

• specified at ±12v and ±15v power supplies 

• reset function to bipolar zero 

• 0.3" wide dip and so packages 

Description 

The DAC813 is a complete monolithic 12-bit digital to- analog converter with a 

flexible digital interface. It includes a precision +10V reference, interface control 

logic, double-buffered latch and a 12-bit D/A converter with voltage output 

operational amplifier. Fast current switches and laser-trimmed thin-film resistors 

provide a highly accurate, fast D/A converter. Digital interfacing is facilitated by a 

double buffered latch. The input latch consists of one 8-bit byte and one 4-bit nibble 

to allow interfacing to 8-bit (right justified format) or 16-bit data buses. Input gating 

logic is designed so that the last nibble or byte to be loaded can be loaded 

simultaneously with the transfer of data to the D/A latch saving computer instructions. 

A reset control allows the DAC813 D/A latch to asynchronously reset the D/A output 

to bipolar zero, a feature useful for power-up reset, recalibration, or for system re-

initialization upon system failure. The DAC813 is specified to ±1/2LSB maximum 

linearity error (J, A grades) and ±1/4LSB (K grade). It is packaged in 28-pin 0.3" 

wide plastic DIP and 28-lead plastic SOIC. Figure A.13 shows the block diagram of 

DAC 813 and its pin description listed in the table A.2. 

 

 



 

Figure A.13 Block diagram of DAC 813 

 

Table A. 2 Pin description of DAC 813 

Pin 

No 
Name Description 

1 +VL 
Positive supply pin for logic circuits. 

Connect to +VCC. 

2, 3 

20V Range 

Connect Pin 2 or Pin 3 to Pin 9 (VOUT) for 

a 20V FSR. Connect both to Pin 9 for a 10V 

FSR. 

4 

BPO 

Bipolar offset. Connect to Pin 6 (VREF 

OUT) through 100W resistor or 200W 

potentiometer for bipolar operation. 

5 ACOM Analog common, ±VCC supply return. 

6 VREF OUT +10V reference output referred to ACOM. 

7 

VREF IN 

Connected to VREF OUT through a 1kW 

gain adjustment potentiometer or a 500W 

resistor. 

8 
+VCC 

Analog supply input, nominally +12V to 

+15V referred to ACOM. 

9 VOUT D/A converter voltage output. 

10 
–VCC 

Analog supply input, nominally –12V or –

15V referred to ACOM. 



11 

WR 

Master enable for LDAC, LLSB, and 

LMSB. Must be low for data transfer to any 

latch. 

12 

LDAC 

Load DAC. Must be low with WR for data 

transfer to the D/A latch and simultaneous 

update of the D/A converter. 

13 

Reset 

When low, resets the D/A latch such that a 

Bipolar Zero output is produced. This 

control overrides all other data input 

operations. 

14 

LMSB 

Enable for 4-bit input latch of D8-D11 data 

inputs. NOTE: This logic path is slower 

than the WR path. 

15 

LLSB 

Enable for 8-bit input latch of D0-D7 data 

inputs. NOTE: This logic path is slower 

than the WR path. 

16 DCOM Digital common. 

17-28 D0-D11 Data Bit 1(LSB)- data bit 12(MSB) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX V 

 

Hall Effect Voltage Transducer LV 25-P 

The Hall effect voltage transducer is used for the electronic measurement of voltages 

like dc, ac, pulsed voltage, with a galvanic isolation between the primary circuit (high 

voltage) and the secondary circuit (electronic circuit).  

Features 

• Closed loop (compensated) voltage transducer using the Hall effect 

• Insulated plastic case recognized according to UL 94-V0. 

Principle  

The Hall voltage transducer produces current proportional to the measured voltage in 

the primary circuit. This current is passed through an external resistance R1 to 

generate proportional voltage across HT+ and HT- terminal of the primary circuit. For 

the voltage generated in primary circuit, proportional current is generated in the 

measure terminal (M) of the secondary circuit. 

 

 

Figure A.14 Hall Effect voltage sensor circuit 

 

The generated secondary current is passed through an external resistance R2 to obtain 

the measuring voltage in the secondary circuit. Figure A.14 shows circuit diagram of 

the Hall Effect voltage sensor card. This particular voltage sensor card is designed for 

measuring input voltage of peak magnitude 200 V. The value of R1 and R2 are 15 kΩ 

and 150 Ω respectively. The Opamp 741 is used in secondary circuit is acting as 

current to voltage converting circuit.  Electrical specification of the sensor card is 

given in table A.3. 



 

Table A. 3 Specifications of sensor card 

 

I PN Primary nominal r.m.s. current 10 mA 

IP Primary current, measuring range 0  ± 14 mA 

RM Measuring resistance RM min RM max  

 with ± 12 V @ ± 10 mA max 30-190 Ω 

 @ ± 14 mA max 30-100 Ω 

 with ± 15 V @ ± 10 mA max 100-350  Ω  

 @ ± 14 mA max 100-190  Ω  

ISN Secondary nominal r.m.s. current 25 mA 

KN Conversion ratio 2500 : 1000 

VC Supply voltage (± 5 %) ± 12 .. 15 V 

IC Current consumption 10 (@ ± 15 V)+ IS mA 

Vd R.m.s. voltage for AC isolation test , 50 Hz, 2.5 kV 
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